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RÉSUMÉ

Malgré la disponibilité de différents antibiotiques, les infections bactériennes demeurent l'une

des principales causes d'hospitalisation et de mortalité. L'échec clinique du traitement

antibiotique est dû à une faible pénétration générale des antibiotiques dans les sites d'infection

bactérienne ainsi qu'au développement de pathogènes résistants aux antibiotiques. La mise au

point de stratégies antibactériennes alternatives moins soumises aux forces sélectives à

l'origine de l'apparition d'une résistance acquise aux antibiotiques est devenue un besoin

urgent. Les températures supérieures à 70 °C provoquent généralement une destruction

instantanée des bactéries. L'ablation bactérienne par la chaleur est par conséquent une

stratégie intéressante à poursuivre. Dans cette thèse, l'ablation photothermique d'agents

pathogènes est étudiée. Le développement d'un patch photothermique flexible à base d'un film

mince de poly (imide), Kapton, modifié avec de l'oxyde de graphène réduit (rGO) a permis un

traitement rapide et très efficace des infections de plaies sous-cutanées par irradiation dans le

proche infrarouge. L'isolement magnétique et spécifique dans le sérum de E. coli responsable

d'infection des voies urinaires (UTI) était possible à l'aide de nanocomposites rGO

magnétiques modifiés avec des anticorps anti-fimbrial E.coli. Un "nanotransporteur"

magnétique optimisé atteint une efficacité de capture de λλ.λ%, même à des concentrations de

1x101 cfu mL-1 de E. coli en γ0 min. L'irradiation du nanocomposite chargé de E. coli avec un

laser proche de l'infrarouge entraîne l'ablation totale des agents pathogènes éliminés.

Parallèlement, l'administration de médicaments transdermiques à base de chaleur a été

envisagée pour l'administration d'antibiotiques et d'autres médicaments tels que la metformine.

Des hydrogels d’oxyde de graphène (GO)/metformine et d'hydrogel de graphène réduit

enrichi en acide carboxylique (rGO-COOH)/metformine ont été notamment fabriqués, leur

profil de chauffage ainsi que la perméabilité à travers la peau de la metformine ont été

déterminés.

Mots clés: graphène; photothermique; antibactérien; infection de la peau; isolation

bactérienne magnétique; administration transdermique.
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ABSTRACT

Despite the availability of different antibiotics, bacterial infections are still one of the leading

causes of hospitalization and mortality. The clinical failure of antibiotic treatment is due to a

general poor antibiotic penetration to bacterial infection sites as well as the development of

antibiotic resistant pathogens. The development of alternative antibacterial strategies that

would be less subject to the selective forces that drive the emergence of acquired antibiotic

resistance has become an urgent need. Temperatures higher than 70°C cause generally an

instant killing of bacteria. Heat based bacterial ablation is consequently an interesting strategy

to pursue. In this thesis, photothermal ablation of pathogens is investigated. The development

of a flexible photothermal patch based on a poly(imide) thin film, Kapton, modified with

reduced graphene oxide (rGO) allowed for a rapid and highly efficient treatment of

subcutaneous wound infections via near-infrared irradiation. Magnetic and specific isolation

of E. coli associated with urinary tract infection (UTIs) from serum was possible using

magnetic rGO nanocomposites modified with anti-fimbrial E.coli antibodies. An optimized

magnetic nanocarrier achieved a λλ.λ % capture efficiency even at E. coli concentrations of

1x101 cfu mL-1 in γ0 min. Irradiation of the E. coli loaded nanocomposite with a near-infrared

laser resulted in the total ablation of the eliminated pathogens.

In parallel, heat-based transdermal drug delivery has been considered for the delivery of

antibiotics and other drugs such as metformin. Graphene oxide (GO)/metformin and

carboxylic acid enriched reduced graphene oxide (rGO-COOH)/metformin hydrogels were

notably fabricated and their heating profile as well as metformin permeability across skin

were determined.

Key words: graphene; photothermal; antibacterial; skin infection; magnetic bacterial isolation;

transdermal delivery.
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OBJECTIVES
In recent years, the great development of nanotechnology has fueled the application of

nanomaterials in biomedical treatment. Photothermal therapy (PTT) is a newly developed and

encouraging therapeutic modality, which employs light absorbing nanomaterials to generate

heat for thermal therapy under laser irradiation. PTT has been extensively investigated for

cancer cells ablation owing to its unique advantages such as high selectivity, minimal

invasiveness and precise spatial-temporal selectivity. In this thesis, based on photothermal

therapy, different nanomaterials, notably graphene based nanomaterials, were synthesized for

antibacterial treatment and enhanced transdermal drug delivery (TDD). Photothermal ablation

can effectively compromise bacterial cells without causing antibiotic resistance. While on the

other hand, photothermal heating can significantly enhance skin permeation, resulting in

enhanced TDD.

Following this idea, this thesis will be constructed in 5 chapters. In Chapter 1, a general

overview will be presented on antibiotic resistance and alternative strategies, challenges of

transdermal drug delivery and current enhancing strategies, as well as the application of PTT

in antibacterial treatment and TDD.

In Chapter 2, a reduced graphene oxide (rGO) coated gold nanoholes (Au NHs) flexible

photothermal patch will be introduced for rapid and efficient treatment of subcutaneous

bacterial infections. This patch combines the outstanding near infrared (NIR) photothermal

properties of Au NHs patterned on flexible polyimide surface with that of rGO nanosheets,

resulting in the formation of well-adapted photothermal patch for NIR laser inactivation of

bacteria. The fabricated patch was then applied for photothermal antibacterial tests both in

vitro and in vivo.

In Chapter 3, a β-nitrodopamine coated magnetic nanoparticles (MPND)/ rGO

nanocomposites will be demonstrated for rapid and efficient separation of bacteria from water.

The large surface area of rGO offers good bacterial capture efficiency while the magnetic

property renders contactless magnetic separation. Further decoration of poly(ethylene glycol)

modified pyrene units (pyrene-PEG) and anti-fimbrial E.Coli antibodies allows selective

separation of urinary tract infections (UTIs) related E.Coli from serum. Moreover, the good

photothermal heating property of rGO provides the possibility to complete inactivation of the
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isolated bacterial cells through laser irradiation.

In Chapter 4, self-assembled graphene oxide (GO)/metformin and carboxylic acid enriched

reduced graphene oxide (rGO-COOH)/metformin hydrogels will be shown for photothermal

enhanced transdermal delivery of metformin. The fabrication process can be realized through

a simple one-step mixing of GO or rGO-COOH with metformin in a certain ratio. The driving

forces of gelation, including hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions, can be readily

weakened through photothermal heating, triggering the release of metformin. On the other

hand, skin permeation can be enhanced at elevated temperature, achieving synthetic

enhancing effect for transdermal delivery of metformin. Transermal permeation study will be

carried out on Franz cells and the activity of photothermally heated metformin will be verified

by monitoring its effect on glucose 6 phosphatase catalytic (G6P) gene expression. Lastly,

conclusions and perspectives will be drawn in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, medical technology has experienced a great development, which leads

to the tremendous increase of world average life expectancy from 48 years old in 1λ50s to

71.5 years old in β014 [1]. However, despite the great achievement we have got in medical

technology, there are still many serious health problems to be addressed. Antibiotic-resistant

bacterial infection is one of the major concerns. According to the data, more than 6γ,000

patients from the United States of America (USA) die every year from hospital-acquired

bacterial infections [β] and an estimated β5,000 patients die due to multiple drug resistance

(MDR) bacterial infections in Europe [γ]. Although new antibiotics have been developed, the

pace of development is slow compared to the emergence of resistant strains. Past experience

has proven that the use of any conventional antibiotic will ultimately lead to the emergence of

such resistance. In addition, many forms of bacterial infection, specifically those associated

with biofilm formation, are intrinsically resistant to antimicrobial therapy regardless of the

acquired resistance status of the offending bacteria [4]. Thus, the development of alternative

antibacterial strategies that would be less subject to the selective forces that drive the

emergence of acquired antibiotic resistance has become an urgent need.

Apart from the serious health problems, in the meanwhile, people are seeking for a more

patient compliant drug delivery route other than regular routesμ oral intake and hypodermic

injection. Oral uptake is easy, economic and safe, but always turns out to be less efficient due

to the drug degradation in stomach and the first pass metabolism in liver and gut. Hypodermic

injection is fast and efficient, but painful and less patient compliant at the same time.

Transdermal drug delivery, which refers to deliver drug through skin and into bloodstream,

represents an attractive alternative to the other two routes. It has made an important

contribution to medical practice, but has yet to fully achieve its potential as an alternative to

the regular routes [5], as due to the special structure of skin, only few lipophilic drugs with a

molecular mass up to 500 Daltons are permitted in this route [6]. It remains a great challenge

to exploit the transdermal route to deliver hydrophilic drugs, peptides and macromolecules.

1.1 Antibiotic-resistant crisis and alternative strategies
1.1.1 Mechanisms of action of antibiotics

Over the last λ0 years since the first discovery of penicillin by Scottish Scientist Alexander
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Flaming, antibiotics have saved millions of lives. Nowadays, antibiotics still play an

important role in treating and preventing bacterial infections. There are over 100 types of

antibiotics available in the market, they can be divided into different classes according to the

chemical structure. Despite the various types of antibiotics, there are mainly three different

ways through which they act on bacterial cells, namely the inhibition of cell wall synthesis,

DNA or RNA synthesis and protein synthesis (Figure 1.1) [7].

Figure 1.1: Three major mechanisms of action of widely used antibiotics [7].

Bacterial cell wall is a peptidoglycan-abundant layer which can protect the cell from internal

turgor pressure. The maintenance of peptidoglycan is largely supported by the activity of

transglycosylases and penicillin-binding proteins (PBP), which add disaccharide

pentapeptides to extend the glycan strands of existing peptidoglycan molecules and cross-link

adjacent peptide strands of immature peptidoglycan units, respectively [8]. -lactams and

glycopeptides act by interfering with the specific biosynthesis process of cell wall. The cyclic

amide ring of -lactams mimics the binding site of PBP on the peptide chain, which can cause

the unavailability of this important enzyme, leading to the failure of peptidoglycan

biosynthesis [λ]. Instead of interacting with enzymes, glycopeptides often act by binding

peptidoglycan unit, preventing the cell wall construction from proceeding [7].

DNA is a nucleic acid that carries genetic information for the development and function of

living things. Gyrase and topoisomerase IV are two important enzymes in the process of DNA

replication and transcription, as gyrase can prevent excessive positive supercoiling by
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ability to adapt to harsh environmental changes. They can be either intrinsically resistant to

some of the antibiotics or acquire the resistance through mutations or by horizontal gene

transfer. Currently, resistance has been found to all the antibiotics available in the market,

measures have to be taken to prevent the situation from going worse.

Typically, bacteria can protect themselves from antibiotic attack through three different ways.

Namely, reduced penetration or increased efflux of antibiotics, modifications of antibiotic

binding targets and metabolism or modification of antibiotics [14]. In the first case of

resistance, reduced permeability of cell membrane and efflux pump are usually employed.

The entry of hydrophilic antibiotics is realized by diffusing through outer membrane porin

proteins. Therefore, reducing the permeability of the outer membrane and limiting antibiotic

entry into the bacterial cell is achieved by the down regulation of porins or by the replacement

of porins with more-selective channels. In addition, more studies have demonstrated that the

selective pressure exerted by antibiotics prompts the emergence of mutations in porin genes,

as well as in genes that regulate porin expression, thus protect the cell from the attack [15].

Efflux pumps actively transport small molecules out from bacterial cells, resulting in

antimicrobial resistance. Some pumps are able to remove a wide range of drugs, contributing

to the factor of multi-drug resistance.

Figure 1.3: Different mechanisms of antibiotic resistance [16].
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As aforementioned, most antibiotics have specific binding sites, thus lead to the failure of the

targets. Therefore, introducing modifications to the binding site is another strategy taken in

antibiotic resistance. The modifications are often realized through mutations or enzymatic

alternations. Changes of the target prevent the binding of antibiotics while minimize the

impact of the activity [17]. In some cases, the attack of antibiotics is diverted by the complete

replacement or bypass of the binding site. The function of the target is completely substituted

by new ones, or the effect of the drug is circumvented by the overproduction of the target [18].

Enzymatic-catalyzed inactivation is another weapon that bacteria use to fight against

antibiotic killing. This mechanism relies on chemical modification of antibiotics. The

discovery of this mechanism can be dated back as early to 1λ40s, the time when antibiotics

were first used. Two distinct chemical mechanisms are known relating to this resistanceμ

formation of a covalent enzyme intermediate followed by hydrolysis, or metal-activation of a

nucleophilic water molecule [1λ].

. . Causes of the antibiotic resistance

In β01γ, the Center of Disease Control (CDC) in the USA asserted that the human race is now

in the ''post-antibiotic'' era. The next year, the World Health Organization (WHO) stated that

the antimicrobial resistance is becoming dire [β0, β1]. Antibiotics are no longer ''wonder

drugs'' as they were before. Despite the great effort we have made, the resistance keeps rising.

From different perspectives, there are various factors that result in the antibiotic resistance

crisis.

First of all, microorganisms have a much longer revolution history than humankind, they have

developed the ability to effectively and rapidly adapt to environmental change. Unlike

multicellular organisms, these small creatures are too simple to have very complex genetic

materials, therefore, they are not able to deal with environmental change individually.

However, when considered as communities, they can compensate the shortage of simplicity

through the huge populations and rapid generation time. Once a mutation happens in one

bacterial cell, the number will be multiplied in a tremendous rate as the generation time may

be as short as β0 min. Furthermore, they are endowed a gift with which the adaptive genes can

be horizontally transferred between different cells in the same or different species [ββ]. So,

once a selective pressure (application of antibiotics) is exerted on a bacterial community, the

survivors will remarkably eclipse the effect of treatment, leaving the infections more tricky to

be cured.
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Overuse is another major cause of antibiotic resistance. As early as 1λ45, Sir Alexander

Flaming warned that the increased public demand of antibiotics will begin an era of abuse

[βγ]. Epidemiological studies have demonstrated a direct relationship between antibiotic

consumption and the emergence and dissemination of resistant bacteria strains [β4]. Though

being warned regarding overuse, antibiotics are prescribing worldwide. Based on a data

obtained by estimating the amount of antibiotics sold in retail and hospital pharmacies, an

analysis demonstrated that ββ standard unit of antibiotics were prescribed per person in the

U.S. in β010 [β5]. This number is even greater in developing countries where there is less

regulation regarding antibiotics. Moreover, overuse is not restricted in the domain of medical

treatment. In agriculture, antibiotics are used to prevent infections and promote growth of

livestock, some of the drugs are also applied on fruits as pesticides [β6, β7]. These antibiotics,

either consumed by human through taking the contaminated agricultural products or exerted

by livestock, will favor the emergence of ''superbugs''.

Besides, the shortage of new antibiotics makes the situation even worse. The development of

new antibiotics is an effective way to combat resistance. However, the introduction of new

drugs is far behind the path of new resistances. As we can see from Figure 1.4, the number of

new antibiotic application approvals were decreasing since the year of 1λ8γ, while only a bit

climbing up since the year of β01γ. Economic obstacles largely resulted in this dilemma. The

Figure 1.4: Number of Antibacterial New Drug Application Approvals by FDA Versus Year
Intervals.

development of new drugs requires enormous investment, while this investment is often not
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rewarding. Once a new agent is applied, the resistance is nearly inevitable. Manufacturers

often find that resistance is already developed before they start to make profits. In this regard,

unwilling to risk this economic uncertainty, 15 out of the 18 largest pharmaceutical companies

have abandoned the development of new antibiotics [β8]. In those largest companies, only

Merck, Roche and Pfizer are remaining active in antibiotic programs.

. . Alternative strategies against antibiotic resistant infections

The loss of effectiveness of antibiotics makes people helpless when facing antibiotic resistant

infections, which are already worldwide spread. For example, the notorious Methicillin-

Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus was found to be the arch criminal of 11,β85 deaths per year

in the US alone [βλ]. Together with other multi-drug resistant strains, such as Vancomycin-

Resistant Enterococci, Drug-Resistant Streptococcus pneumoniae etc., they pose great threat

to human health life. This critical situation forced people to develop new approaches in

combating against the ''superbugs''.

. . . Anti-virulence strategies

As an alternative strategy, inhibition of virulence has drawn much attention. Compared with

antibiotics, this kind of method is less likely to apply selective pressure for the development

of resistance as most of the virulence traits are not essential for bacterial survival. The

virulence traits, such as quorum sensing pathways, toxin production, adhesive mechanisms,

specialized secretion systems and regulation of virulence genes, account for the colonization

of bacteria, resulting in serious infectious diseases [γ0, γ1]. The inhibition of these traits

allows innate immune system to protect the host from bacterial colonization or to remove the

colonized non-virulent bacteria.

Quorum sensing (QS) inhibitor is one of the most investigated anti-virulence strategies. QS is

a process through which bacteria can sense the population density thus regulates the

expression of virulence factors and the formation of biofilms [γβ]. It includes three stepsμ

synthesis and secretion of signaling molecules, detection of the concentration of signaling

molecules and regulation of the gene express accordingly [γγ]. QS can be circumvented via

interrupting the synthesis and reception process of signaling molecules, minimizing the effect

virulence factors.

Though regarded as a promising approach to combat antibiotic resistance, the feasibility of

anti-virulence therapies is still to be verified. As none of these strategies has received broad-
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scale clinical trial, the potential side-effects are remaining unknown. Moreover, though it is

predicted that less selective pressure will be exerted through these methods, resistance is still

possible likely to develop over time due to the fast revolution of bacteria.

. . . Antibiotic alternatives

Biologics are considered as alternative strategies than antibiotics. They are less likely to give

rise to resistance as most of them are natural products that are found in organisms varying

from microorganisms to mammals. Typical biologics employed in fighting against bacteria

include antimicrobial peptides, bacteriophage.

Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have drawn much attention as a substitution of antibiotics.

AMPs are diverse, biologically activate molecules of the innate immune system, protecting

the host against infections. They exhibit a broad-spectrum of antimicrobial activities, targeting

both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, as well as fungi and viruses [γ4]. Due to the

multiple cellular targets that AMPs aim, including cell membrane and intracellular targets [γ5],

it is difficult for microbes to develop resistance compared with antibiotics. It is accepted that

the positively charged groups on AMPs can interact with negatively charged bacterial

membranes, causing cytoplasmic leakage that leads to cell death. The disruption of cell

membranes also enables AMPs to enter bacterial cell, resulting in the inhibition of nucleic

acid and protein synthesis. Besides, some of the peptides are known to be able to strengthen

the host immune system through chemokine induction, histamine release and angiogenesis

modulation, thus increase the clearance of pathogens. Up to now, several existed databases are

covering more than β000 peptides, and the list is still accumulating[γ6]. In Table 1.1 listed

some of the antimicrobial peptides that are approved by FDA. Though showing superior

properties than other antibiotics, there exists several hurdles to clinical application of AMPs,

such as their high cost and toxicity, as well as fast degradation rate [γβ]. It is estimated that

the cost of producing a 5000 Da molecular mass peptide exceeds more than 10-fold of the

production cost of a 500 Da molecular mass small molecule[γ7]. The fast degradation rate of

AMPs makes oral intake almost impossible, the most common routes of administration, as we

can see from table 1.1, are topical or injection. Even so, the peptides are prone to degradation

by tissue proteolytic enzymes, limiting their wide clinical applications.
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Table 1.1. List of some antimicrobial peptides FDA-approved to be used in therapeutics[γ7].

Name Peptide Category Target disease Route of
administration

Bacitracin Mixture of related
cyclic peptides Antimicrobial Pneumonia and empyema in

infants (staphylococci) Topical

Dalbavancin Lipoglycopeptide Antimicrobial
Adult patients with acute
bacterial skin and skin
structure infection

Intravenous

Daptomycin Lipopeptide Antimicrobial Bacterial infections of skin and
underlying tissues Intravenous

Oritavancin Glycopeptide Antimicrobial Acute bacterial skin and skin
structure infection Intravenous

Teicoplanin Glycopeptide Antimicrobial

Several skin, soft tissue, bone,
joint, urinary tract, endocarditis
and peritonitis associated with

continuous ambulatory
peritoneal dialysis

Intravenous

Telavancin Cyclic
lipoglycopeptide Antimicrobial

Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus and

other Gram-positive infections
Intravenous

Vancomycin Glycopeptide Antimicrobial Gram-positive bacteria Intravenous

Bacteriophages offer another promising therapeutic strategy against antibiotic resistance.

These viruses, which can specifically infect and kill bacteria, were discovered in early 1λ00s

and received extensive investigations in treating bacterial infections until 1λγ0s, when broad

spectrum antibiotics were found. The occurrence of antibiotic resistance prompts

reconsideration of phage therapy. Phage therapy exhibits several advantages over

conventional antibiotics. Firstly, phages are natural predators of bacteria, they show high

specificity on their targets without effecting eukaryotic cells. Besides, their rapid replication

inside bacterial cells renders a persistent remedy of the infectious site. Moreover, their high

tissue permeability enables them to cure deep rooted infections, including biofilm infections.

Although phage therapy displays great superiorities over other strategies, there exists also

some setbacks that prevent it from practical application. For example, due to the high

specificity on certain bacterial species, it is necessary to identify the pathogen causing the

infection before to apply the right phage. Application of phage triggers immune response

leading to the production of antibodies, which can drastically reduce the effectiveness of the

antimicrobial treatment.

. . . Nanomaterials

In recent years, the great development in nanotechnology has sparked tremendous
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investigations in its application in fighting against the spread of antibiotic resistance. Due to

the unique physical and chemical properties of nanomaterials, including small size, high

surface to volume ratio and facile surface modifications, they can be tailored into different

weapons against bacteria [γ8]. Typically, according to the functions of these nanomaterials,

they can be divided into three different categories, namely, direct antibacterial nanomaterials,

antibacterial drug vehicles and stimuli responsive antibacterial agents.

Direct antibacterial nanomaterials act by directly interacting with bacterial cells and thus kill

bacteria. To date, many nanomaterials have been explored, they can be generally divided into

two categories based on different componentsμ inorganic and organic antibacterial

nanomaterials. Inorganic antibacterial nanomaterials are mainly composed of metal and metal

oxides nanoparticles, including silver, zinc oxide, titanium oxide and copper oxide etc. [γλ].

The exact mechanisms of antibacterial effect for these materials are still under investigation.

But there exists two mainstream explanationsμ (I) the metal ions released from these

nanoparticles lead to toxicity to bacterial cells. (II) reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated

on the surface of nanoparticles result in oxidative stress to bacteria [40] (Figure 1.5).
Transition metallic nanoparticles, such as Cu, Fe, influence oxidative stress (·Oβ- and .OH ) via

Fenton reaction, while other nanoparticles, such as Ag, can depolarize the mitochondrial

membrane and to interfere with the electron-transport chain, resulting in accumulated level

of ·Oβ- [41]. In addition, shape, size, surface charge of the reagents are also reported to play

important roles in killing bacteria [4β, 4γ]. Organic antibacterial nanomaterials often refer to

cationic polymeric nanoagents, such as quaternary ammonium compounds, N-Halamine

compounds and chitosan. The cationic groups on the long chains of these polymers are able to

penetrate bacterial cell membrane, they are also reported to kill bacteria by attaching to

bacterial cells, disrupting ion exchanges, which will lead to bacterial cell death.
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Figure 1.5: Various mechanisms of antimicrobial activity of the metal nanoparticles [44].

Targeted antimicrobial drug delivery via nanoparticles is another promising way to restrict the

development of antibiotic resistance. Antibiotics are administrated locally to the site of

infection through this method to avoid systemic exposure to the drugs, which potentially

reduces resistance development [45]. In addition, nanoparticles capped antibacterial drugs

exhibit improved drug half-life and better water solubility, which renders a better therapeutic

efficacy [46]. Amphiphilic nanoparticles such as liposomes, polymeric nanoparticles and

some dendrimers have received extensive studies as antibiotic vehicles due to their

outstanding properties. For example, liposomes, the nanosized vesicles comprising of

phopholipid bilayer with an aqueous core, can capsulate both hydrophobic and hydrophilic

antimicrobial drugs. Once the particles reach bacterial cells, they can mimic the cell

membrane and fuse with infectious bacteria, causing a burst release of drugs [47]. To further

strengthen antibacterial effect, reports have been found to use combinatorial antibiotic release

or metal nanoparticles-antibiotic complex to broaden the antimicrobial spectrum and generate

synergy to counteract antibiotic resistance [48-50].

Stimuli responsive antibacterial nanoparticles refer to the nanoparticles that remain inactivate

until triggered by outer stimuli. Compared with other kinds of antibacterial nanoparticles,

stimuli responsive nanoparticles further enhance the therapeutic efficacy, as they are more

controllable and more efficient [51, 5β]. Common stimulations include pH, enzyme activities,

light, magnetic field etc. Innate stimulations such as change of pH and enzyme activities can

automatically trigger the antibacterial effect once the nanoparticles reach the site of infection.

Pornpattananangkul et al. demonstrated carboxyl-modified gold nanoparticles attached

Ge eratio of reacti e
o ge species ROS
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phospholipid liposomes, which remain stable at physiological pH while fuse with bacterial

cells at acidic pH due to the detach of protonated gold nanoparticles. This kind of liposomes

can be potentially applied as antimicrobial compound vehicles to treat skin infections where

always display an acidic pH [5γ]. Komnatnyy et al. reported a promising antimicrobial

compound release method based on extracellular lipase, an enzyme that is abundant in the site

of infection. The antibacterial compounds were loaded onto polymeric surface through lipase-

sensitive linkages which can be broken when interacting with lipase and thus cause the release

of drugs [54]. Besides, external stimuli responsive nanoparticles are arising as promising

agents in fighting against bacterial infections due to their fast therapeutic effect. Magnetic

nanoparticles are employed in rapid eradication or removal of bacteria, the particles guided by

magnetic field exhibit potent killing effect on bacteria. Geilich et al. [55] proved that the

magnetic nanoparticles can penetrate thick biofilm following the application of external

magnetic field. Our group synthesized magnetic reduced graphene oxide nanocomposites for

rapid and selective isolation of pathogenic bacteria [56]. Photoactive therapeutic modalities,

including photodynamic and photothermal therapy have received extensive studies.

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is originally used as a therapeutic modality for the treatment of

oncological pathologies and recently applied in dealing with localized infections. PDT is a

process that combines a non-toxic photosensitizer (PS) and a harmless light of appropriate

wavelength to promote a phototoxic effect on the targeted cells via oxidative damage (Figure
1.6) [51]. In the PDT process, PS first absorbs photons from light and reaches an excited state,

Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of photodynamic inactivation of bacteria under light
irradiation [51].

Electron or
proton transfer
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followed by switching to more stable triplet state through intersystem crossing. Then the

triplet state of PS can transfer its electrons or protons to the surrounding matters to generate

radical ions or pass its energy to molecular oxygen to produce singlet oxygen [57, 58]. The

generated radical ions and singlet oxygen initiate oxidative damage of the cytoplasmatic

membrane and DNA of bacteria cells [5λ]. To date, many studies have been published based

on different PS agents, ranging from organic nanoparticles (porphyrines, phenothiazines,

phthalocyanines) [60, 61] to inorganic nanoparticles (Au, Ag, and Pt) [6β-64]. Photothermal

therapy involves use the synergetic effect of light irradiation and light absorbing nanoparticles

to achieve hyperthermia, the details are discussed in Chapter 1.3.

1.2 Transdermal drug delivery and enhancing strategies
For thousands of years, people have applied substances on skin for therapeutic effect, such as

application of lotion to moisturize skin. In 1λ70s, Michaels and co-workers showed that some

drugs have significant permeability through skin, which had fueled the development of

transdermal drug delivery (TDD) [65, 66]. TDD is a novel route of administration in which

drug is topically applied onto skin and finally flux into blood stream by penetrating skin. It

has several advantages over conventional routes of administration. The short diffusive

pathway enables TDD to avoid first pass metabolism through oral intake, while the

noninvasiveness helps to advert pain in needle injection. Other merits include sustained

delivery and improved patient compliance. However, TDD is not a flawless method,

transdermal drug candidates have to meet several requirements due to the great barrier posed

by skin. As is listed in Table 1.1, most FDA-approved transdermal delivery drugs are

lipophilic small molecules (< 500 Daltons) that require low-dose administration.

Table 1.2. FDA-approved transdermal delivery systems [67].
Drug Molecular

Weight/Da
Indication Year

Buprenorphine 467 Chronic Pain β010

Capsaicin γ05 Neutropathy β00λ

Clonidine βγ0 Hypertension 1λ84

Diclofenac epolamine 411 Acute pain β007

Estradiol β7β Menopausal symptoms 1λ86

Estradiol/levonorgestrel β7β/γ1β Menopausal symptoms β00γ

Estradiol/norethidrone β7β/γ41 Menopausal symptoms 1λλ8

Ethiryl estradiol/norethidrone βλ6/γβ7 Contraception β001
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Fentanyl γγ7 Chronic pain 1λλ0

Granisetron γ1β Chemo-induced emesis β008

Influenza-virs vaccine 1ββ,000 Influenza virus β011

Lidocaine with tetracaine βγ4/β64 Local dermal analgesia β004

Methylphenidate βγγ Hyperactivity disorder β006

Nicotine 16β Smoking cessation 1λλ1

Nitroglycerin ββ7 Angina pectoris 1λ81

Oxybutynin γ58 Overactive bladder β00γ

Rivastigmine β50 Dementia β007

Rotigotine γ16 Parkison’s disease β007

Scopolamine γ0γ Motion thickness 1λ7λ

Selegiline 187 Depressive disorder β006

Testosterone β88 Testosterone deficiency 1λλγ

1.2.1 Skin structures

Skin, as our largest organ, provides a large surface for systemic drug administration. Human

skin is comprised of different layers, including epidermis, dermis and subcutis. Drugs have to

pass through the outer layers of skin to reach blood capillary in dermal layer. However, skin

functions as a protection to our body by impeding the flux of toxins, which likewise pose a

great barrier to the permeation of drugs. Stratum corneum (SC), the outermost layer of skin, is

thought to be responsible for the barrier [66]. In the structure of SC (Figure 1.7), corneocytes
are densely paved inside the extracellular lipid matrix, which is mainly composed of ceramide,

cholesterol and fatty acid that are assembled into multi-lamellar bilayers. The special

configuration of SC, often referred as 'brick and mortar' arrangement, displays a highly

lipophilic property, which greatly inhibit the pass of hydrophilic molecules. In addition, the

tight structure of SC leaves very limited intercellular space (less than 100 nm), which largely

prevent the pass of macromolecules [68].
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Figure 1.10: Three different pathways of nanoparticles enhanced TDD [84].

. . . Sonophoresis

Sonophoresis is an active enhancing strategy in which ultrasound is used as a physical

enhancer for TDD. Sonophoresis was first introduced into clinical application in 1λ50s. In

β004, the first ultrasound device for TDD was approved by FDA for the application of local

dermal anesthesia of lidocaine [85]. Thermal effects and cavitations are believed to be the

main mechanisms through which sonophoresis is enhancing TDD [86]. The increased

temperature of skin, which is caused by absorbing ultrasound energy, results in an increase in

diffusivity of the skin. Merino et al. showed that γ5-fold increase in mannitol trandermal

delivery was realized though sonophoresis that caused β0 °C increase in the skin temperature

[87]. Cavitation effects refer to the collapse and oscillation of cavitation bubbles in the

ultrasound field that may cause a mechanical impact on the skin structure, resulting in the

increase of skin permeability [80]. To avoid extensive thermal damage of the skin, frequency

and output power should be elaborately selected. Currently, most of the studies have been

focus on using low-frequency ultrasound.

. . . Electrical approaches

Electrical approaches, including iontophoresis and electroporation, are considered as effective

enhancing strategies for TDD. Iontophoresis refers to apply a mild electric field onto skin to

drive drugs across skin. It has been widely used to deliver agents for localized therapy, such

as lidocaine delivery for local anesthesia and anti-inflammatory agents for local physical

therapy [88, λ0]. The main driving forces stem from electrophoresis and electroosmosis.

Differe t tra sder al path a s :

. Ski appe dages

. I tracellular

. I tercellular
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Electrophoresis is known to drive charged compounds by direct interaction with electric field,

while electroosmosis is thought to increase drug permeation through electrically induced

solvent flow [λ0]. In addition, transient increase in skin permeability induced by electric field

also acts as minor mechanism. The therapeutic effect of iontophoresis is mainly affected by

pH, current strength and density, drug concentration, as well as the charge of drugs [λ1].

Attributed to its fascinating characteristics, iontophoresis has been used to deliver both

charged and non-charged molecules. However, molecules larger than β0kDa are limited

through this method as delivery of macromolecules requires potent driving force, which may

cause irreversible damage to skin [λβ]. In contrast, the process of electroporation involves

application of high voltage for a short duration to create transient pores that can facilitate drug

delivery. It has been shown to be effective in delivering both hydrophilic and macromolecular

agents such as lidocaine, insulin and DNA [λγ-λ5]. However, the lack of quantitative delivery

and bioactivity largely restrict its application.

. . . Laser thermal ablation

Ablation of SC, the primary barrier that hinders drug permeation, is regarded as an effective

means of enhancing strategy for TDD. Typical methods include mechanical ablation and

chemical treatment, such as tape stripping and chemical enhancers. However, these tactics are

always accompanied with skin irritation and acute pain, as well as lack of control and

reproducibility [67]. Thermal ablation, a process in which SC is selectively removed by

localized pulse heating, creates microchannels in skin for a wide range of drugs including

macromolecules to pass through. As aforementioned, ultrasound and electricity are employed

to cause thermal effect to facilitate drug penetration. However, these two strategies are turned

out to be uncontrollable which may lead to a lack of reproducibility. As an alternative, laser is

used to complement the setbacks as it is a highly concentrated light which can be tuned by

changing the parameters such as irradiation time and power. Laser thermal ablation can be

realized either through direct irradiation on skin or through photothermal effect generated by

nanoparticles [λ6].

In the case of direct irradiation, human skin is heated up to hundreds of degrees by a laser for

a very short period (micro- to milliseconds) to disrupt the SC while spare adjacent skin tissue

from damaging. During the laser excitation, water is rapidly evaporated and micropores filled

with exudate are formed (Figure 1.11) [λ7]. The pores act as channels through which drugs

can pass through. The size and depth of the pores can be controlled through varying the power
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application of drugs. Drugs are able to diffuse through the holes that created by MNs piercing

and finally reach blood stream [10β]. To integrate the penetration and drug diffusion process,

solid MNs are always coated with drugs that can be released when penetrating skin. Coated

MNs also help to rapidly deliver desired dose of drug upon insertion into skin. However they

are limited with the amount of drug that can be coated onto the needles [10γ]. In contrast to

solid and coated MNs, dissolving MNs, fabricated from safe, inert and water soluble materials,

act by releasing payload drugs through complete dissolution of needles, leaving no hazardous

sharp waste. In the case of hollow MNs, the drug solution can be delivered either passively by

diffusion or actively utilizing a pressure-driven flow through the needle lumen. As drug flow

rate can be deliberately controlled by adjusting pressure, it offers a precise drug dosing

delivery [104].

Figure 1.12: Working mechanisms of different types of MNs. (A) Penetration of stratum
corneum with different MNs; (B) Drug release from applied MNs [10γ].

1.3 Heat-assisted antibacterial effect and enhanced TDD
Heat, as one of the major treatments in health care, has been applied in the treatments such

as muscle spasms, myalgia, fibromyalgia, contracture and bursitis. Meanwhile, it offers the

possibility in curing antibiotic-resistant bacterial infection and enhancing transdermal drug

delivery. Heat causes hyperthermia to bacterial cells, which results in denaturation of protein,

disruption of cell membrane structure and impediment of nucleic acid synthesis. Any

temperature higher than 70 °C will cause an instant kill of bacteria. Heat can be applied in

increasing transdermal drug release through disrupting the stratum corneum, increasing body

fluid circulation and increasing blood vessel wall penetration [105]. However, in order to

achieve targeted bacterial ablation and transdermal delivery with minimal side-effect, certain

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muscle_spasms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myalgia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fibromyalgia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contracture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bursitis
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strategies have to be elaborately taken. Based on nanostructured materials, we have conducted

experiments through photothermal and electrothermal effect.

. . Photothermal antibacterial effect and enhanced TDD

Photothermal effect is a process in which materials are excited by light, resulting in the

production of heat. Photothermal therapy (PTT) refers to employ this effect in clinical

applications, including photothermal ablation of bacteria and enhanced TDD. To achieve

directed and potent therapeutic effect, near infrared light (NIR) and nanomaterials are always

involved in PTT attributed to their fascinating properties. NIR refers to the light with a

wavelength of 700-β500 nm. In the application of PTT, the wavelength range of 700-1400 nm

is always used as the absorption coefficient of water, lipid, deoxy- and hemoglobin (blood)

are low in this region, thus leads to a deeper penetration of the light through the tissue without

causing much damage [105]. Nanomaterials are the materials with a size ranging from 0 to

1000 nm. Due to the size effect, nanomaterials often display significantly large surface area

per unit volume, which renders many unique behaviors and properties, including better

opportunities for interactions with adjacent materials and facile surface modifications [106].

In addition, the nano-sized materials are able to reach biomolecules and microorganisms that

shares similar size, such as DNA, virus and bacteria. These properties have fueled their use

for nanodrugs, diagnostics, drug delivery [107].

Figure 1.13: Characteristics of near infrared (NIR) light. (A) wavelength range of NIR light
[108]; (B) absorption coefficient of oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, water and lipid in the
region of visible and near infrared region[10λ].

In the case of PTT ablation of bacteria, the nanoagents are first introduced into the infection

site, followed by the irradiation of NIR light. The activated nanomaterials can transfer heat to

cause hyperthermal damage to bacterial cells and therefore lead to the inactivation of bacteria.

As aforementioned, thermal ablation is an effective way for enhanced TDD. Recent

(A) (B)
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. . . Carbon nanomaterials

Carbon nanostructures are being successfully employed in biological-related studies such as

sensing, biomaterials, drug delivery, and antibacterial agents. The unique carbon bond

architecture is able to form different nanostructures, including fullerenes, nanotubes, graphene

and nanodiamond. When it comes to the application for PTT, carbon nanotubes and graphene

are often referred. These materials are consisted of honey comb carbon skeletons formed by

spβ bonding. The delocalized electrons on carbon sheet favor the NIR absorption, which

subsequently leads to the vibrational mode of carbon atoms and results in a rise of

temperature once the atoms recovered [1β1]. Carbon nanotubes are widely applied for PTT

ablation of bacteria owing to their high binding affinity to bacterial cells and easy surface

modifications [1ββ]. Since β007, when the first carbon nanotubes assisted PTT killing of

bacteria was reported, various modified carbon nanotubes were demonstrated concerning

targeted killing of bacteria. Moreover, the 1D structure of carbon nanotubes are able to

penetrate biofilms and attach to the individual bacterial cell wall, resulting in a potent

disruption of biofilm infections [1βγ]. Inspired by the application of carbon nanotubes,

graphene has also been developed as an PTT agent for bacterial disinfections. Unlike carbon

nanotubes, the βD structure of graphene offers a larger light converting surface area, as well

as a better interaction with bacterial cells. Due to the facile and economical synthesizing

process, reduced graphene oxide (rGO), a few layered carbon sheet with density of defects,

are often reported. Furthermore, plenty of nanomaterials can be engineered onto graphene

sheet to fabricate multifunctional nanocomposites. For example, magnetic reduced graphene

oxide tethered with glutaraldehyde is reported by Meng-Chin et al [1β4]. For effective capture

and PTT ablation of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria. Results showed that bacteria

could be effectively captured by the nanocomposites and later separated by external magnetic

field. After applying NIR light for 10 min, λλ% of the bacteria were killed by the heat

generated by the photothermal effect. In the case of TDD, the large surface area of graphene

can be used as an efficient drug vehicle, providing the possibility of PTT drug release and

enhanced skin drug permeation. Based on this theory, our group recently reported a flexible

rGO patch for efficient on-demand TDD of ondansetron, a medication used to prevent nausea

and vomiting caused by motion sickness, through pork skin [1β5]. After 10 min irradiation

with λ80 nm laser at 5 W/cmβ , a ondansetron flux rate of 1.6 g·cm−β h−1 was achieved. The

use of tween β0, a chemical enhancer for TDD, further pushed the rate to 1γ.β g·cm−β h−1

under the same laser irradiation. Similarly, in another study, rGO integrated hydrogel was
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found to be able to transdermally deliver insulin through the skin [1β6]. The findings pave the

road for controllable on-demand TDD using rGO based materials.

Figure 1.16: Structure of carbon nanomaterials and corresponding UV-Vis spectra. (A)
Structure of carbon nanotubes [1β7]; (B) UV-Vis absorbance of carbon naotubes [1β8]; (C)
Structure of reduced graphene oxide [1βλ]; (D) UV-Vis absorbance of reduced graphene oxide.

. . . Other nanoparticles

In addition to gold and carbon nanomaterials, many other NIR responsive and biocompatible

nanomaterials have been developed. Copper sulfide (CuS) nanoparticles display a strong

absorption in NIR region due to the d-d transition of Cuβ+ ions. Compared with Gold

nanoparticles, CuS exhibits advantages over its better photothermal stability and low cost.

Owing to the excellent properties, CuS nanoparticles are emerging as a new type of

photothermal therapeutic agent. Huang et al [1γ0] presented a smart and green method in

preparing CuS nanoparticles that are in situ grown on polymer template. After incorporating

with cellulose nanofibers, the formed composite paper was applied for rapid wound infection

healing. In the work of Ramadan and coworkers, hollow CuS nanoparticles were used for

enhanced photothermal TDD of human growth hormone through nanosecond-pulsed laser

irradiation [1γ1]. Other semiconductive nanoparticles like silicon carbide (SiC) and

Molybdenum disulfide (MoSβ) also show a good absorption of NIR light [51], which have

(A) (B)

(C) (D)
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been applied in PTT antibacterial test and might have a potential in TDD application. In

addition, as a metal-like plasmonic material, lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) exhibits

comparable NIR absorption to gold nanoparticles. In the work of Lai and Chen [1γβ], SiOβ

coated LaB6 nanoparticles were modified with magnetic nanoparticles and Vancomycin for

selectively magnetic separation and thermal ablation of bacteria. In the work of Chen et al.

[1γγ], the SiOβ coated LaB6 were integrated into microneedles for remote NIR triggered TDD

of small molecules.

Figure 1.17: CuS nanoparticles for photothermal ablation of bacterial and photothermal
enhanced TDD. (A) BSA coated CuS for NIR driven photothermal therapy of wound
infection [1γ4]; (B) Hollow CuS nanoparticles for Photothermal enahcend TDD [1γ1].

1.4 Summary
In the first chapter, a general introduction is made on antibiotic resistance and transdermal

drug release together with their corresponding solutions. Among the various strategies that

can be taken, heat offers a solution for both of the problems. Photothermal heating is

introduced in this chapter to achieve heat based treatment in both cases. By integrating the

exceptional properties of NIR laser and nanomaterials, targeted photothermal bacterial

ablation and controlled TDD can be achieved. Among different nanomaterials that have been

developed, gold nanomaterials and carbon-based nanomaterials are drawing much attention

owing to their outstanding photothermal properties. In this thesis, based on thesis two

nanomaterials, studies on photothermal ablation of bacteria and enhanced transdermal drug

delivery will be carried out.
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CHAPTER FLEXIBLE PLASMONIC PHOTOTHERMAL PATCH
FOR BACTERIAL SKIN INFECTION TREATMENT

2.1 Introduction
Skin is a complex multilayer organ that provides the largest interface between the human

body and the external environment. In the case of skin damage, infected wounds are easily

formed, in particular when the wound is not properly treated or when the human healing

mechanism fails [1, β], which could lead to a serious fever, sepsis or even death. Current

treatment approaches for subcutaneous bacterial abscesses involve incision-induced wound

drainage and administration of high doses of antibiotics intravenously. Since the wound is

usually covered with exudate, topical application of antibiotics usually fails. Besides, it has

been shown that activated neutrophils can form a completely unpermeable barrier around the

wound [γ], making superficial wound a hard place to be reached by treatment agents. While

the pain associated with incision-based drainage remains a serious complication for the

patient, antibiotic administration continues to be challenging due to the lack of vascularity,

limiting the access of the drug to the infection site. Moreover, most of skin infections are

attributed to biofilm formation that is intrinsically resistance to antimicrobial therapy

regardless of the acquired resistance status of the offending bacteria [4, 5].

The importance of temperature in the wound−healing process [6, 7] as antibiotic alternative

for the effective killing of pathogens [8-11] has been recognized as a novel way to treat

wound infections. Elevated temperatures can not only directly compromise bacterial cells but

also increase local dermal blood flow, leading to an enhanced immunological reaction [7].

Lately, the great development of nanotechnology has boosted the emergence of photothermal

therapy, which can be used for fast and efficient ablation of bacteria. For example, we have

shown lately that near-infrared absorbing gold nanorods coated with reduced graphene oxide

and modified with a mannose comprising ligands allows for the selective and efficient

ablation of Escherichia coli UTI8λ in only a few minutes [λ]. In the case of skin bacterial

infections, Zhang et al. showed the magnetic particles incorporated molybdenum sulfide

(MoSβ) for magnet guided photothermal treatment of focal infections [1β]. Other targeted

photothermal treatments regarding to skin bacterial infection include pH-sensitive

nanoparticles that can accumulate at the infectious site [1γ-15], as well as antibiotic decorated
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nanoparticles that can selectively bond to bacterial cells [16]. Despite the good properties of

these nanostructures, most of the related studies are carried out in solution with dispersible

nanomaterials, which could introduce long term cytotoxicity. In addition, the challenge for

large-scale fabrication and the single-use property might hinder the actual use.

In this chapter, a plasmonic-based patch operating in the near-infrared region is demonstrated.

While free-standing polymer films can adhere strongly to tissue and are useful as medical

plasters [17, 18], compared to dispersed gold nanostructures [1λ], gold nanoparticle arrays

attached to flexible substrates are essentially two-dimensional heating sources that can be

operated uninterruptedly [β0-βγ]. The presented antibacterial patch is accommodating a

polyimide stripe modified by gold nanoholes (Au NHs) [β4-β6] film with strong absorption in

the near-infrared (NIR) and postcoated with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) (Figure 2.1) to

increase the light absorption efficiency. Kapton, highly aromatic polyimide resins, praised for

its high thermal stability (>γ00 °C), high tensile strength, and bendability, was chosen due to

the attractiveness of this material for a wide range of applications, including soft electronics

[β7], materials for membranes [β8], and packaging. The advantage of this presented topical

heating dressing compared to classical methods for the thermal treatment of wounds is that

heat can be applied extremely locally, limiting side effects on intact skin. Furthermore, while

the use of NIR lamps will result in temperature increase of some degrees, the proposed patch

can in a short time raise solution temperatures by several tens of degrees, where the final

temperature can be simply tuned by choosing the right laser power and time. Though not

discussed in this work, the use of the reduced graphene oxide coatings allows loading of

hydrophilic and hydrophobic drugs into the heating patch, which would allow, in addition, the

local delivery of therapeutics.

The patch seems adapted for the treatment of infected skin at an early stage, as will be shown

with in vivo treatment of subcutaneous skin infections initiated in mice. In vivo tests on mice

with subcutaneous skin infections were successfully healed upon irradiation of the skin patch

for 10 min with a light emitting diode (LED) array. The presence of these patches, deposited

on artificially infected skin and light activated, prevents skin damage that extended infection

could generate.
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Figure 2.1: Flexible nanoholey photothermal heaters for the ablation of pathogens. Schematic
view of the skin patch concept.

2.2 Formation of Nanoholey Photothermal Patches
In this study, the nanoholey photothermal patch is fabricated through a colloidal lithography

process. Compared to electron beam or focused ion beam lithography that are used for the

precise fabrication of well-ordered nanometric holes on various substrates, colloidal

lithography is more facile, less expensive and less time-consuming alternative that can be

used for large-scale fabrication of nanopatterned interfaces [βλ-γ1]. Though the process is

always turned out to be less perfect due to the local defect caused by self-assembly process, it

is not limiting given the final application targeted in this study, aiming at developing a flexible

interface with plasmonic features absorbing in the near-infrared range. The hole diameter and

the center-to-center spacing of the Au NHs array were elaborately adjusted though controlling

the size of the spherical masks to produce a strong absorption band close to λ80 nm, as the

plasmonic heating in the near-infrared region with a λ80 nm continuous wave laser is well-

adapted for in vivo test. In such setup, more than λ5% of the photons from a light source can

be absorbed by gold nanostructures and converted into heat via electron−phonon interactions

that is subsequently transferred to the surrounding medium via phonon−phonon relaxation in

a picosecond timescale [γβ, γγ]. The formation of gold nanoholes on Kapton as substrate is

depicted in Figure 2.2. The polystyrene colloidal spheres with a diameter of λ80 nm were

first self assembled onto kapton. Then the obtained colloidal structures were subjected to

plasma etching to reduce the diameter of the spheres and then coated with β nm titanium to

ensure good adhesion [γ4], followed by the coating of 40 nm gold. The residue polystyrene

spheres were removed through tape striping and chloroform dissolution to finally create a

nanoholey pattern. Figure 2.2B shows a representative SEM image of the K/Au NHs
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interface. For an etching time of the polystyrene particles of 11 min, highly homogeneous

nanoholes with an average diameter of 6γ0 ± 10 nm and a center-to-center spacing of λ80 nm

are formed in the thin gold film. The long-range ordered gold nanohole array supports both

propagating and localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) modes, with the hole diameter

and periodicity of the Au NHs being important parameters in tuning the absorption band of

the interface [γ5-γ8]. The UV-Vis absorption spectra of Kapton only and K/Au NHs between

500 and 1100 nm are depicted in Figure 2.2C. Kapton alone absorbs strongly below 600 nm

due to its polyimide nature. In the case of K/Au NHs, several absorption bands located at 650,

71γ, and λ50 nm are observed. While the band at 71γ nm might be associated with the SPR of

the water−Au NHs interface, the maximum absorption at λ50 nm occurs through the

excitation of SP waves in the nanohole arrays, acting as two-dimensional diffraction gratings

that convert incident photons into SP waves [γλ].

Figure 2.2: Flexible nanoholey photothermal patch. (A) K/Au NHs interface formation,
postcoated with graphene or rGO for photothermal ablation of pathogens; (B) SEM image of

(A)

(B) (C)
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K/Au NHs formed by using colloidal lithography; (C) Typical absorption spectra for Kapton
and K/Au NHs samples.

The photothermal heating properties of the patterned patch triggered by a λ80 nm continuous

laser is shown in Figure 2.3A. Compared to Kapton alone, which shows a negligible

photothermal effect, irradiation of K/Au NHs under the same conditions results in an elevated

average temperature of about 60 °C. However, for an efficient inactivation of bacteria,

temperatures of more than 70 °C are recommended as this allows inactivation of the bacteria

population through cell wall damage and protein denaturation [λ]. Using laser power density

of 5 W cm−β results in final solution temperatures of 76 ± β °C (Figure 2.3B). However, we

have shown lately that elevated laser powers result in skin inflammation and skin burning in

the worst case [4, 40]. With laser power densities >5 W cm−β, modification of the skin

epidermis structure was noticed, with a total disruption of the stratum corneum collagen cell

structure changing to keratin-like (scar tissue) [41]. We thus investigated if postcoating of

K/Au NHs with graphene (G) or reduced graphene oxide (rGO) would allow reaching higher

temperatures using lower power densities.
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Figure 2.3: (A) Photothermal heating curves of Katon (red) and K/Au NHs (black) when
immersed in water and exposed to laser light of λ80 nm for 10 min at β W cm-β; (B)
Temperature profile of Kapton and K/Au NH interfaces at different laser power densities
recorded after 10 min irradiation

The K/Au NHs-graphene (K/Au NHs-G) device was formed by mechanical transfer of

chemical vapour deposition (CVD)-grown graphene on Cu onto the interface [λ, 4β]. As we

can see from the SEM and Raman images of K/Au NHs-G in Figure 2.4, the nanohole arrays

(B)(A) (B)
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are fully covered by monolayer graphene with several local multilayer defects, which is

caused in the process of graphene transfer. However, K/Au NHs-G shows no improved

photothermal properties over K/Au NHs (Figure 2.4C). This indicates that for K/Au NHs-G

the photothermal heating capacitance is entirely governed by the Au NHs and the

submicrometer thick graphene has a marginal additional effect.
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Figure 2.4: (A) SEM of graphene coated K/Au NHs; (B) Raman images on two different
areas of K/Au NHs-graphene; (C) Photothermal heating curves of K/Au NHs (black) and
K/Au NHs-graphene (blue) when immersed in water and exposed to laser light of λ80 nm for
10 min at β W cm-β.

Postcoating of K/Au NHs with rGO was achieved by γ times drop-casting of a rGO solution

(1 mg mL−1), resulting in a K/Au NHs-rGO interface entirely covered with rGO nanoflakes of

about 10−1000 nm in thickness (Figure 2.5A). These stacked rGO nanoflake coatings show

considerable improvement of the photothermal properties, with temperatures reaching 80 ±

β °C after 10 min irradiation at β W cm−β (Figure 2.5B). As is depicted in Figure 2.5C and

Figure 2.5D, the coated interfaces can be bended while the bending does not change the

heating property, enabling the interface a good candidate for skin infection application. The

interfaces proved to be highly stable over time even when in contact with skin of mice (see

(A) (B)

(C)
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Section 2.4) and no degradation of the photothermal properties were observed upon leaving

the interfaces for γ months either in air or immersed in water, making the interfaces for high

interest for practical applications as seen in the following.

Figure 2.5: Flexible reduced graphene oxide (rGO)-based heating patches. (A) SEM of rGO
coated K/Au NHs-rGO interface; (B) Photothermal heating curves of K/Au NHs (black) and
K/Au NHs-rGO (red) immersed in water and exposed to laser light of λ80 nm for 10 min at β
W cm-β; (C) Photograph of a bended K/Au NHs-rGO interface when immersed in water (D)
Temperature profile of bended and flat patch.

2.3 Photothermal Ablation of Pathogens Present in Aqueous
Solutions
The development of efficient treatments for biofilm-forming Gram-negative pathogens such

as the clinical enteroaggregative Crohn’s disease-associated adherent invasive E. coli LF8β
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strain, causing severe infections, has proven to be particularly difficult. Enterococcus faecalis,

a Gram-positive pathogen from the Streptococcus system, was in addition investigated as it

can establish life-threatening infections in humans, especially in hospital environments, where

the naturally high levels of antibiotic resistance found in E. faecalis contribute to its resilience

to resolution of the infection. Finally, Gram-positive S. epidermidis is included into our

investigation. Staphylococci are the most abundant skin-colonizing bacteria and the most

significant causes of nosocomial infections and community-associated skin infections [4γ].

Figure 2.6A shows the photothermal ablation capacity of the different patches for Gram

positive and Gram negative planktonic bacteria. An interface-dependent photothermal

pathogen ablation effect was observed. Kapton alone does not show any photothermal

ablation of pathogens. The K/Au NHs patch exhibits about β log10 (E. coli LF8β and E.

faecalis) and γ log10 (S. epidermidis) reduction in cell viability of planktonic bacteria after 10

min light activation. In the case of using the K/Au NHs-G architecture, further reduction by 1

log10 is noticed for the Gram-positive strains. Using the K/Au NHs-rGO device and laser

irradiation for 10 min, a complete photothermal ablation of all three pathogens was observed,

being as effective as the antibiotic-loaded gold nanocages reported recently for

Staphylococcus aureus [44]. Similar results were reported by Zhu et al. using gold nanorod

(Au NR) arrays with optimized density on glass [45]. In this case an array of well-packed Au

NRs was formed using the confined convective arraying technique, where the density of the

deposited particles is controlled by the concentration of the gold nanorods solution, the

velocity of the moving substrate, and the temperature. Only a high concentration of Au NRs,

which have to be pre-synthesized, achieved bacterial mortality rates up to λ8%. Our approach,

using colloidal lithography to form Au NHs, has the advantage of being highly reproducible

and adapted for high-throughput application such as the manufacturing of medical patches to

treat skin infections, as discussed here. Live/Dead assays performed on E. coli before and

after photothermal treatment with different patches are shown in Figure 2.6B. The cell

viability was significantly affected by K/Au NHs-rGO as seen from the high number of red

stained cells, compared with partial cell death in the case of K/Au NHs-G and K/Au NHs,

Kapton alone does not show any effect on bacterial cell viability. These results demonstrate

that the thermal diffusion, taking place upon irradiation, contributes to heat-induced damage

of the bacteria present in the surrounding environment. The SEM images of E. coli LF8β

before and after photothermal treatment with are K/Au NHs-rGO patches are demonstrated in

Figure 2.6C. The untreated bacteria display an intact cell membrane, indicating a good cell
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viability. While photothermal treatment with K/Au NHs-rGO patches results in the formation

of pores in the bacteria cell membrane and subsequent cell death.

(A)

(B)

K/Au NHs-rGO K/Au NHs-G

K/Au NHs Kapton
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 µ

Figure 2.6: Photothermal bacteria ablation in solution. (A) Bacterial cell viability (in cfu
mL−1) of E. coli LF8β, E. faecalis, and S. epidermidis upon irradiation of different interfaces
at λ80 nm (β W cm−β); (B) Live/dead assays total (green) and dead (red) bacteria cell count
images of E. coli after photothermal treatment with different patches; (C) SEM image of
E.coli LF8β before and after photothermal treatment with K/Au NHs-rGO for 10 min (λ80 nm,
β W cm−β).

Considering the good photothermal activity of K/Au NHs-rGO, we further performed an

experiment to verify the time-dependence of photothermal antibacterial effect. As is shown in

Figure 2.7, β log10 reduction in the case of E.coli LF8β and E. faecalis are seen after γ min

irradiation, while γ more log10 reduction are found after 5 min in both cases. All the E.coli

LF8β and E. faecalis are compromised after 7 min. The viability of S. epidermidis start to

decease after 5 min while 4log10 cells are still alive after 7 min treatment. However, all the

bacteria are killed after a 10 min photothermal treatment. The results, which are consistent

with the one shown above, further proved the good photothermal antibacterial property of

K/Au NHs-rGO as, in fact, 7 min are enough to compromise most of the bacterial cells.

(C)

Untreated Photothermal treated
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Figure 2.7: Bacterial cell viability of Gram-negative E. coli LF8β and Gram-positive E.
faecalis and S. epidermidis upon immersion K/Au NHs-rGO at λ80 nm with β W cm-β for
different time intervals.

2.4 Biofilm formation on different interfaces
A variety of coatings have been reported to prevent or reduce the formation of pathogenic

biofilms. However, most of these films fail to work correctly over a long period of time in

biological media such as urine, where bacteria grow rapidly. The capabilities of the different

nanoholey interfaces to prevent bacteria attachment were investigated. SEM images and

fluorescent images were taken after 7β h incubation with bacteria using different interfaces.

As is shown in Figure 2.8, The SEM images and fluorescent images indicate that bacteria are

in general settling neither onto K/Au NHs nor onto Kapton spontaneously, while dense

bacteria films are formed on K/Au NHs-G patches and K/Au NHs-rGO patches. This result is

in line with the well-accepted concept of the importance of the material surface properties on

bacterial adhesion [46-48]. Compared to flat gold, nanostructured gold surfaces have shown

to possess excellent antifouling properties [4λ], which are believed to be the underlying

mechanism for the observed bacteria antifouling properties of K/Au NHs. The bacterial cell

wall is negatively charged due to the presence of teichoic acids in the case of Gram-positive

bacteria, and in the case of Gram-negative bacteria due to an outer covering of phospholipids

and lipopolysaccharides, preferential adhesion to positively charged surfaces are expected

[50]. Other adhesion parameters seem to be underlying the interaction between the negatively
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could compromise bacterial cells but could also lead to great side effects. Therefore, the LED

power was adjusted to maintain surface heating at around 50 °C, where no visible damage

was observed after 10 min irradiation.

Figure 2.9: Different placements (graphene facing tissue and facing LED source) were tested,
as well as LED power and heating distance to achieve optimal results. Upper row
demonstrates the condition when graphene is facing the light source with heating up to 60 °C
and causing meat burns, while lower row is using opposite orientation of K/Au NHs-rGO
patch, with heating to 47 °C and no visible tissue damage.

In vivo test was carried out on white laboratory Balb/c mice infected with S. epidermidis,

followed by applying different photothermal patches on the infected area and irradiating with

the LED microarray. As is demonstrated in Figure 2.10, Mouse hairs on the back were firstly

removed in order to facilitating the application of photothermal patch. Then an infected

wound was developed through topical application of a bacterial suspension. This early state

infection was treated by applying the photothermal patches on the infectious site, followed by

an irradiation for 10 min at a power density of β W cm-β. K/Au NHs was much less heated

than K/Au NHs-rGO at the same power density, with γ6 ˚C and 51 ˚C, respectively. The

freshly infected mouse displays no obvious symptom, while after 5 days of infection initiation,

superficial bacterial infiltrate was observed in the infected group, indicating a great damage of

epidermal and dermal layers of skin. However, when treated with K/Au NHs-rGO

photothermal patch, no obvious infiltrate was detected.
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Figure 2.10: In vivo photothermal therapy of skin infections initiated in mice with K/Au
NHs-rGO patches. (I) Thermal images of mice heated witheither K/Au NHs (max.
temperature ∼γ6 °C, left) or K/Au NHs-rGO (max. temperature ∼51 °C, right) demostrate
uniform heat distribution in theirradiated area. (II) Photographs of mouse skin before (A) and
after 5 days of infection (B and C) without and with laser illumination.

To quantitatively estimate the therapeutic effect of the photothermal patches on skin bacterial

infection, 11 white laboratory Balb/c mice were infected and monitored for 5 days. Then the

mice were divided into three groups and subjected to different kinds of treatment. Thereafter,

the skin erythema area was imaged with a camera before and 7β h after the treatment and the

ratio between the two areas were calculated to estimate the skin recovery. As is displayed in

Figure 2.11, photothermal treatment with K/Au NHs patch shows a very limited effect on the
skin infection when compared to the untreated group, with the ratio reached 11β% and

14β.7%, respectively. However, in contrast, the treatment using K/Au NHs-rGO significantly

decreased the skin erythema area with a ratio of 51.5γ%, indicating a superior recovery effect

over the other two groups.
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Figure 2.11: Quantification of mouse skin erythema. Skin analysis before and 7β h after
treatment with K/Au NHs and K/Au NHs-rGO patchμ (left) Photographs of mouse skin
indicating infected areas; (right) determination of average skin damage after 7β h under
different treatment conditionstogether with statistical analysis.

To further study the therapeutic effect, the mice treated with K/Au NHs-rGO were sacrificed

and the skin was sectioned for histological analysis. The results shown in Figure 2.12

revealed that bacterial infection caused prominent skin damage beneath the scar covering the

wound. This is accompanied by complete destruction of the epidermal, dermis layer and

underlying muscles. In addition, bacterial and leukocytic infiltration is abundant (Figure
2.12E). At the same time the infected wound illuminated through the K/Au NHs-rGO patch

for 10 min showed only traces of bacterial infiltration, with granulation tissue abundantly

formed beneath the muscular layer, suggesting active wound healing. Indeed, at the interface

between the treated and the nontreated wound, prominent granulation tissues are seen where

the patch was present (Figure 2.12F), while the penetrating bacterial infection, accompanied

by tissue necrosis, is clearly visible for areas without illumination.
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Figure 2.12: Histological analysis of mouse skin with longitudinal section across the wound
and scar tissue. (A) Skin before infection. (B) Skin after infection. (C) Skin after infection
with photothermally treated part of wound. (D) Interface between irradiated and nonirradiated
tissue clearly showing abundant formation of granulation tissue beneath the heated area; (E)
leukocyte and bacterial infiltration at the edge of the wound, where the tissue still was not
converted to pus; (F and G) heated and unheated areas of infection demonstrating granulation
tissue (marked with yellow arrow) attributable to wound healing, located beneath the layer of
muscle (aligned at the top, to the same scale). Heated area shows viable muscular fiber and
abundant granulation tissue, while the nonheated area possesses necrotic muscular fibers and
puslike infiltrate beneath it. (A−C) H&E staining. (D−G) Gram staining. D−G are
corresponding enlarged areas of parallel slides indicated by color.

. Conclusion
In conclusion, a novel nanotechnology approach for the local healing of infected skin wounds

at early stages is presented in this chapter. The strategy consists of using a flexible skin patch

of variable size based on Kapton modified with gold nanoholes that exhibit plasmon-driven

heat capacity in the NIR. While in this work skin patches of 1 × 1 cmβ in size were used, the

technology is easily adaptable to larger, relevant sizes for the treatment of wounded skin. Post

coating of these patches with rGO enhances the observed photothermal behavior. Moreover,

these fabricated interfaces are highly stable over time, ensuring safe use as functional skin

patches. The bactericidal activity of the patch can be modulated and turned on and off using

light. The highly efficient photothermal conversion of the patch resulted in total eradication of
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Gram positive and Gram negative pathogens in solution. The device was further used for the

local treatment of mice with infected skin wounds. Without the addition of any antibiotic,

wound healing was observed upon placing the K/Au NHs-rGO patch over the wound and

irradiating for 10 min. The thickness of the rGO layer (10−1000 nm) deposited onto the Au

NHs array did not influence in any significant manner the healing process. As thinner rGO

films proved to be mechanically more stable, thin rGO coatings are advantageous for this

application. Indeed, rGO layers of about <100 nm in thickness were used more than 10 times

without any loss in bactericidal activity upon light illumination. This approach opens new

avenues to wound management and the treatment of patients with subcutaneous infections.

The reusability of the patch, together with the possibility to sterilize it, recommend this

method as cost-effective and, thus, potentially marketable. Furthermore, convenient patch

usage rather than injection of nanostructures for photothermal pathogen treatment makes this

approach a safe and highly attractive alternative as the toxicity of the nanostructures is of no

concern here. This modus operando might allow personalized treatment of skin infections in a

nonclinical setting.
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CHAPTER 3 SELECTIVE ISOLATIONAND ERADICTION OF
E.COLI ASSOCIATEDWITH URINARYTRACT INFECTIONS
USINGANTI-FIMBRIALMODIFIED MAGNETIC REDUCED

GRAPHENE OXIDE NANOHEATERS

3.1 Introduction
Rapid and effective separation and followed up elimination of bacteria from water, food or in

clinical settings is still a challenging task. Based on the size discrimination, sedimentation,

bacterial cell agglomeration or the surface charging properties, typical techniques developed

for bacterial isolation and/or ablation from solutions include filtration [1, β], centrifugation [γ,

4], sonication [5] and dielectrophoresis [6]. Lately, with the great development of

nanotechnology, various nanostructures have been reported for real time removal of bacteria

from solutions through interaction with the particle surface as well as the ablation of

pathogens due to the intrinsic antibacterial properties of these nanostructures [7-1β]. This last

system requires strong, efficient and selective binding of the pathogen to the nanostructures.

In this regard, magnetic separation techniques based on magnetic nanostructures allow for

easy removal of bacteria from different media via a contactless and harmless external magnet

[8-10, 1β-β0]. In addition to the magnetic properties, the high surface/volume ratio of

magnetic particles offers more contact surface area for binding pathogen ligands and

subsequent capture of pathogens. Moreover, the size of these particles is typically β orders of

magnitude smaller than a bacterium, which permits the attachment of multiple particles onto a

bacterial cell, making magnetic-mediated separation much easier. Despite the promising

properties of magnetic particles, however, the removal efficiency of bacteria using magnetic

nanoparticles alone remains rather low (see Section 3.3), which may be attributed to the

insufficient interaction between the nanoparticles and bacterial cells. Besides, these systems

are also not highly effective in removing ultralow bacteria concentrations (< 1×10β cfu mL-1)

due to unspecific interactions with other molecules and substances presented next to bacteria,

limiting their practical applications. More advanced particle systems, easily separated from

water, that exhibit limited nonspecific interactions and are target specific with high loading

capacity at high and low bacteria concentrations would be a great advantage.

In this chapter, to overcome the above mentioned limitations of magnetic nanoparticles, a

hybridization of β-nitrodopamine coated magnetic particles (MPND) and anti-fouling reduced
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graphene oxide (rGO) nanosheets are presented (Figure 3.1). This novel magnetic

nanocomposite material combines several featuresμ (a) a rGO/MPND based matrix offering

large surface area for effective binding of bacteria, (b) good magnetic properties for the

removal of bacteria, (c) decreased non-specific interaction with serum proteins due to the

presence of poly (ethylene glycol) functionalized pyrene units (pyrene-PEG), (d) target

specificity towards type-1 fimbriae carrying E. coli such as uropathogenic ones due to the

integration of anti-fimbrial E. coli antibodies, and (e) photothermal properties which allow the

eliminated pathogens to be ablated on the matrix.

Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of the fabrication of magnetic nanoheaters for pathogen
isolation together with their different advantages.

. Fabrication of magnetic reduced graphene oxide nanosheets
The fabrication of this nanostructure is based on the pre-synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles,

and their integration into reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanosheets, followed by the

functionalization with pyrene-PEG as well as E. coli UTI8λ specific anti-fimbrial antibodies

(Figure 3.1) to obtain magnetic nanostructures with high and selective bacterial elimination

efficiency, which can be used in aqueous solution as well as in more complex media such as

serum.

It has been shown previously by our group that β-nitrodopamine is an excellent ligand to

stabilize iron oxide particles formed using the co-precipitation reaction of Feβ+ and Feγ+ in
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alkaline media [β1]. This amine-terminated ligand is indeed known to be a far superior ligand

to stabilize magnetic particles than dopamine [ββ-β4]. The higher oxidation potential of the β-

nitrodopamine ligand implies that nanoparticle surface degradation is diminished, ensuring

irreversible binding of the ligands and good stability of the resulting nanostructures. These

properties are crucial when using such particles for follow-up reactions and in biomedical

applications. Furthermore, π–π stacking interaction of the catechol groups with the aromatic

network of a rGO might be in addition favorable for the formation of stable nanostructures.

The β-nitrodopamine coated iron oxide particles were characterized by FTIR (Figure 3.2A)
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Figure 3.2B). The FTIR spectrum of the MPND
particles exhibits a band at ≈1βλ0 cm-1 corresponding to C–O or NOβ vibration. The band at

1500 cm-1 is due to the C=C vibration of the catechol system, which overlaps with the

asymmetric vibrations of NOβ at about 1548 cm-1. The bands at β88β and βλβ0 cm-1 are due to

-CH stretching vibrations of the dopamine ligand. The broad band at γγ67 cm-1 and the band

at 1650 cm-1are ascribed to the stretching and bending mode of primary amines, respectively.

The content of nitrogen in the MPND particles determined by XPS was γ.γ at%, indicating

further that β-nitrodopamine is bonded to the surface of the magnetic particles. The amino

group density was in addition determined using the UV spectroscopic method proposed by

Kaiser et al [β5]. And proposed by Krueger for the analysis of nanoparticles [β6]. The amount

of primary amino groups on the MPND particles was found to be 45±11 nM g-1, in accordance

with other amino functionalized magnetic particles [β7].

A representative Feβp core level XPS spectrum is seen in Figure 3.2B. The Feβpγ/β region can

be deconvoluted into bands at 70λ.01 and 711.0β eV, indicating the presence of both Feβ+ and

Feγ+species. The satellite peak at ≈717 eV is a direct evidence for the presence of Feγ+ in the

form of -FeβOγ, suggesting that the β-nitrodopamine coated magnetic particles are partially

oxidized.

To get more insight into the structure and morphology of the MPND, transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) analysis was performed by imaging a sample coated Cu grid (Figure

3.2C). The size of the nanoparticles is in the range of 8–10 nm. EDAX analysis displays

different elements (Fe, O, C, N) present in the sample in accordance with the chemical

structure of the particles. Furthermore, high resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) analysis was performed to get more information about the sample. The HRTEM
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image of MPND displays fringes with a calculated fringe width of 0.β8γ nm corresponding to

the iron oxide nanoparticles. Dynamic light scattering measurements were performed in

addition to determine the hydrodynamic diameter of the particles, which was determined to be

140±50 nm.

Figure 3.2: Characterization of MPNDμ (A) FTIR spectrum; (B) Feβp high resolution XPS
spectrum; (C) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and HRTEM analysis (insetμ EDAX
analysis displaying the different elements present in the sample).

The MPND particles were incorporated with reduced graphene oxide (rGO) by mixing in a 1μ1

ratio and sonicating for β h. The FTIR spectra of rGO before and after loading with MPND
particles are displayed in Figure 3.3A. The spectrum of rGO is dominated by a band at ≈1570

cm-1 due to a C=C stretching mode of the aromatic rings. The presence of an O–H stretching

vibration band (≈γ4γ0 cm-1) and stretching modes due to other oxygen containing groups

implies the incomplete removal of oxygen groups as expected for rGO. The bands at 17γ4 and

10λ4 cm-1 correspond to C=O stretching vibration of residual –COOH and C–O functions,

(A) (B)

(C)
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respectively. Loading of rGO with MPND particles results in a comparable FTIR spectrum as

for rGO with additional bands at β88β cm-1 (C–H stretching) and 1βγγ cm-1 due to symmetric

vibrations of -NOβ groups.

The UV-vis spectrum of hydrazine reduced graphene oxide (Figure 3.3B) displays an optical
absorption peak at β7γ nm with an absorption tail in the NIR characteristic of rGO. The UV-

vis spectrum of the free β-nitrodopamine ligand exhibits a prominent peak at γ5β nm. The

UV-vis spectrum of rGO/MPND nanostructures is comparable to that of rGO and exhibits a

broad absorption maximum at β7γ nm and an absorption tail until the NIR.

TEM image of the rGO/MPND hybrid reveals the integration of MPND nanostructures onto the

rGO nanosheets (Figure 3.3C) with the overall size of the hybrid estimated to be β00± 60 nm.
The surface area of the rGO/MPND hybrid was determined from Nβ adsorption–desorption

isotherms as shown in Figure 3.3D. The Nβ adsorption-curve of MPND can be classified as

typical type II without a hysteresis loop [β8]. In the case of rGO/MPND, the curve is close to

type IV with a weak hysteresis loop in the 0.4–1.0 relative pressure range with the specific

surface area increased to 81.71 mβ g-1. This increased active surface area will be favorable for

the efficient removal of pathogens, as confirmed in the following experiments.

Figure 3.3E indicates the difference in colloidal stability of a rGO/MPND hybrid in water

compared to rGO. While MPND particles have good colloidal stability, from the photographs

in Figure 3.3E, it is evident that the stability of aqueous suspensions of rGO is poor. The rGO

particles have completely settled on the bottom of the cuvette after β4 h. In the case of the

rGO/MPND hybrid the slightly opaque color indicates that some larger particles seem to be

present in the remaining solution, which have not settled after the β4 h period, indicating a

good long term colloidal stability.

The saturation magnetization (MS) curves of MPND and rGO hybrids were determined

(Figure 3.3F). The saturation magnetization value for MPND is ≈4λ emu g-1 at β50 K.

Compared to the room temperature MS value of bulk FeγO4 (≈λβ emu g-1), the values of the

MPND particles are lower as expected, due to the mass of β-nitrodopamine coating [βλ]. The

embedding of these nanostructures onto rGO results in a further decrease to ≈γ4 emu g-1

(Figure 3.3F). Ferromagnetic behavior with a coercivity of about β80 Oe is observed for both
nanostructures in accordance with XPS data showing the partial oxidation of the MPND
particles.
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Figure 3.3: Characterization of rGO/MPND particlesμ (A) FTIR spectra of rGO (grey) and
rGO/MPND (black); (B) UV/Vis absorption spectra of MPND (grey), rGO (black) and
rGO/MPND (blue); (C) TEM image of rGO/MPND; (D) Nβ adsorption–desorption isotherms for
MPND (black) and rGO/MPND (blue); (E) Photographs of aqueous dispersions of rGO, MPND
and rGO/MPND (500 mg mL-1); (F) Hysteresis curves of MPND and rGO/MPND.

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

(E) (F)
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. Capture of bacterial cells
To assess the enrichment effect of rGO/MPND particles under magnetic field separation, the

rGO/MPND (500 mg mL-1) was incubated for up to γ0 min with E. coli and S. aureus and then

set on a magnet for magnetically driven sedimentation of the nanostructures with bound

bacteria. As is shown in Figure 3.4A, MPND particles show a removal capacity of ~6β% for E.

coli and ~γβ% for S. aureus. The difference is believed to be due to the different charge states

of Gram-positive and Gram-negative pathogens and that of the particles [1β]. At physiological

pH, MPND particles exhibit a positive charge of ~β0±β mV (Figure 3.4B). In contrast, both the

gram positive and gram negative pathogens show negative charge at pH 7 (Figure 3.4C).
Meanwhile, E.coli is more negatively charged than S. aureus, which is attributed to the

different cell wall structures of these two strains. The surface charge results of MPND and the

bacteria are consistent with the bacterial capture test, in which more negatively charged E.coli

has stronger bonding with MPND nanoparticles. However, once attached to rGO, the

importance of the surface charge of the nanocomposite is masked by the strong interaction of

E. coli and S. aureus with the underlying rGO nanosheets resulting in 100% capture

efficiencies for Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria (Figure 3.4A). This is probably

due to the two dimensional structure of rGO, which favors the interaction site of the

nanosheet with bacterial cell membrane, rendering bare magnetic nanoparticles the potent

capability for the application of efficient and rapid removal of both gram positive and

negative bacteria.

Figure 3.4: (A) Removal efficiency of MPND and rGO/MPND (500 mgmL-1) of E. coli and S.
aureus (1×10λ cfu mL-1); (B) Zeta potential of rGO, MPND, and rGO/MPND as a function of
solution pH; (C) Zeta potential of E. coli and S. aureus suspensions (1×10λ cfu mL-1).

The time and concentration dependent capture efficiency of rGO/MPND was tested with E.coli
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UTI8λ. As we can see in Figure 3.5A, 500 mg mL-1 of rGO/MPND resulted in complete

bacterial removal in less than γ0 min, while 100 mg mL-1 and β50 mg mL-1 removed about

10% and γ0% of the total colonies. The capture efficiency shows a nonlinear concentration

dependence (Figure 3.5B), with complete bacterial removal only reached at higher

concentrations. From the SEM image in Figure 3.5C, it can be seen that the bacteria are

bound to the rGO/MPND and are partly embedded in the γD nanostructure.

Figure 3.5: (A) Change in OD600 over time as a function of the concentration of rGO/MPND
upon incubation in E. coli UTI8λ (1×10λcfu mL-1); (B) Capture efficiency as a function of the
concentration of rGO/MPND; (C) SEM images of rGO/MPND mediated bacterial isolation; (D)
Confocal fluorescence images of live and dead bacterial cells after incubation of 500 mg mL-1
rGO/MPND for γ0min with E. coli UTI8λ (1×10λ cfu mL-1) and subsequent staining with
SYTO λ (green, alive) and PI (red, dead)

Graphene based matrices are reported for their strong antibacterial properties [γ0]. A

fluorescence-based cell live/dead assay was used to investigate the removal mechanism at

hand. Figure 3.5D shows an overlap of the fluorescence images after staining with SYTOλ

and propodium iodide (PI). SYTOλ is a dye which enters through the bacterial membrane and

(A) (B)

(C) (D)
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colors in green both living and dead bacteria, while PI staining indicates dead bacteria due to

damaged cell wall membranes and gives a red fluorescent color. A significant amount of

green-stained cells is observed, while the rest are showing either yellow or red color. this

result indicates that bacteria eliminated by rGO/MPND are partially viable.

Figure 3.6: Photothermal ablation of captured bacteria and bacterial viability tested with
live/dead assay. (A) photothermal heating curve of rGO/MPND (500 mg mL-1) under NIR
illumination at 1 W cm-β in distilled water (1 mL); (B) green fluorescence and (C) red
fluorescence ablated bacteria.

To ablate totally the captured pathogens, the photothermal properties of rGO/MPND in the

near-infrared(NIR) were examined. NIR photothermal treatment (PTT) is known for its deep

penetration into tissue and in combination with rGO nanosheets is suitable for photothermal

ablation of pathogens [1, λ, γ0, γ1]. The effective light-to-heat conversion capability of rGO

causes irreversible damage to bacterial cells and thus represents an efficient antibacterial

treatment approach. Irradiation of rGO/MPND with a continuous laser at λ80 nm for several

minutes at a laser power of 1 W cm-β results in a temperature increase for distilled water from

β0±β °C to 75±β °C due to the photothermal heating effect (Figure 3.6). As is indicated in

Figure 3.6B and Figure 3.6C, with a presence of significant red fluorescence, irradiation of

the bacteria loaded rGO/MPND matrix for 10 min resulted thus in total ablation of all the

bacterial cells.

3.4 Isolation efficiency for pathogen concentrations <1×104 cfu mL-1

Next to the quantitative evaluation of the nanocarrier’s isolation efficiency of highly

concentrated pathogens solutions, analysis of the capture capabilities of bacterial suspensions

ranging from 1×101 to 1×104 cfu mL-1 is of utmost importance as the infectious doses of

highly virulent pathogens are often <1×101 cfu mL-1. The classical plate counting method was

(A) (B) (C)
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employed here to validate the removal capacity. The photos of plate counting for E. coli and S.

aureus are depicted in Figure 3.7. The counted colony number of the original bacterial

solution (control) is significantly different from the counted colony numbers of the solution

after incubation for γ0 min with rGO/MPND (500 mgmL-1) and magnetic separation, with the

original solution displaying whole covered bacterial colonies while treated solution showing

almost no bacterial stains, indicating an excellent bacterial removal efficiency at ultralow

concentrations. It is worth noting that, the capture efficiency of rGO/MPND remains excellent

for both gram negative E. coli and gram positive S. aureus at ultralow concentrations, which

renders the possibility for wide spectrum applications .

Figure 3.7: Capture and separation efficiency of rGO/MPND for E. coli UTI8λ and S. aureus.
Photos of plate cultures before and after treatment with rGO/MPND (500 mg mL-1) for γ0 min.

3.5 Specific removal of pathogenic E. coli UTI89
When it comes to infectious diseases, the selective removal of pathogenic species in complex

media such as human serum is important. This issue can only be accomplished by adding

pathogen specific targeting sites onto rGO/MPND. For sometime our group has been interested
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in the development of inhibitors [γβ, γγ] and treatments [γ4] for virulent strains of E. coli

associated with urinary tract infections (UTIs). Among the targets that have been identified

for the development of antiadhesive strategies are type 1 fimbriae, which constitute major

virulence factors produced by E.coli [γ5]. Type 1 fimbriae are filamentous proteinaceous

organelles that are distributed over the entire surface of the bacterium. To achieve selective

bacteria elimination, antibodies against the major pilin protein FimA of the E. coli UTI8λ

type1 fimbriae were covalently anchored to rGO/MPND (Figure 3.1) using the free –NHβ

groups of the β-nitrodopamine coating of the magnetic particles.

Figure 3.8: (A) N1s high resolution XPS core level spectrum of azide terminated pyrene-PEG
and anti-fimbrial modified rGO/MPND; (B) Photos of plate cultures of the original solution of
E.coli UTI8λ and E. coli Δfim at 1×104 cfu mL-1 after treatment with rGO/MPND (500 mgmL-1)
for γ0 min, (C) Specific isolation of E. coli UTI8λ over E. coli Δfim from human serum
samples spiked with 1×108cfu mL-1 and 1×10β cfu mL-1 pathogens.

To avoid non-specific interaction with bacteria, the modified nanostructures were immersed

into a solution of pyrene-PEG (Figure 3.1), rendering the matrix antifouling. We used an

azide modified pyrene-PEG as it allowed us to validate its integration using XPS (Figure

3.8A). The high-resolution N1s XPS spectrum of the rGO/MPND nanostructure modified
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withpyrene-PEG-Nγ and anti-fimbrial antibodies reveals the azido function incorporation by

the presence of signals at 405.β (Ar–N=N+=N-) as reported for other Nγ-modified interfaces

[γ6], with the band at 401.λ eV assigned to Ar–N=N+=N- and the–NH–C=O linkage of the

pyrene-PEG and of the anti-fimbrial linkage. The band at γλλ eV is due to the presence of

unreacted primary NHβ groups on the MPND particles and of the antifimbrial antibodies. The

capability of these nanostructures for the selective capturing of E. coli UTI8λ was

investigated further. As seen from the photos of plate counting assays (Figure 3.8B) for wild

type E. coli UTI8λ and an E. coli UTI8λ strain lacking type-1 fimbriae (UTI8λ Δfim), the

complete removal of E. coli UTI8λ is achieved, while none of the non-fimbriated E. coli were

eliminated magnetically by the matrix. The excellent results prompted us to investigate

rGO/MPND nanocarriers for the removal of bacteria from contaminated serum samples. For

this, serum samples spiked with 1×104 cfu mL-1 or 1×10β cfu mL-1 E. coli UTI8λ or E. coli

Δfim were exposed to rGO–MPND (500 mg mL-1) for γ0 min before being magnetically

separated. As seen in Figure 3.8C, excellent capture efficiency could be achieved even in

serum indicating an excellent enrichment capability of pyrene-PEG and antifimbrial modified

rGO/MPND even in serum.

3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, anti-fimbrial modified magnetic rGO nanocomposites are demonstrated for a

magnetic-separation based body fluid purification approach of E. coli UTI8λ. Owing to the

large surface area of rGO and the magnetic properties of the integrated β-nitrodopamine

modified magnetic particles, the nanocomposite can rapidly capture bacteria, which can then

be separated by an external magnetic field. Integration of E. coli UTI8λ specific anti-fimbrial

antibodies as well as anti-fouling pyrene-PEG enabled the selective capturing of

uropathogenic E. coli at low and high concentration levels. Furthermore, photothermal

treatment of the E. coli captured nanocomposite results in a complete ablation of the

eliminated pathogens. While the azido groups of the pyrene-PEG in this work have only been

used as an XPS marker, in the future different ‘‘clickable’’ functional ligands can be easily

integrated onto these magnetic nanocomposites which will open up further means of bacterial

strain differentiation and will allow the addition of further antibacterial properties onto the

matrix. We thus believe that this novel multi-functional pathogen capturing matrix provides

an attractive avenue for pathogen decontamination and other biomedical purposes due to high
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efficiency even in complex media such as serum. While the therapeutic efficiency of E. coli

UTI8λ removal remains to be demonstrated in the clinic, the proposed approach is expected to

help rapid cleaning of bodily fluids in a fast and selective manner.
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The most common route of metformin administration is oral intake. However, several

uncomfortable side effects have been reported, such as nausea, abdominal pain and

indigestion, often leading to a discontinuation of the treatment. Moreover, metformin is a

class III drug according to The Biopharmaceuticals Classification System, showing an

unfavorable pharmacokinetics profile, having low and variable oral bioavailability ( 50-60 %)

and half lifetime of 0.λ-β.6 h [γ]. As a result, frequent dosing of large quantities is thus by

oral route.

Transdermal delivery of metformin has been identified as an effective alternative for patients

who cannot tolerate the oral dose or have problems swallowing large tablets [4-6]. The

transdermal administration route allows metformin to be absorbed into the body while

bypassing the gastrointestinal tract thus avoiding many of the unpleasant side effects. To this

has to be added the advantage that the daily metformin dose is only 10% of the oral one [7].

Furthermore, frequent dosing can be avoided through transdermal route as it offers sustainable

drug delivery, displaying better patient compliance.

Hydrogels are unique supramolecular solid-like assemblies composed of highly cross linked

network, which is capable of holding large amounts of water [8, λ]. Owing to their special

properties, such as high water content, favorable structural features, hydrogels have attracted

various applications, including tissue engineering, sustained drug release systems, biosensors,

etc [10-1β]. In the case of transdermal drug delivery of metformin, massive works have been

dedicated in developing chemical hydrogel-forming microneedles based on their outstanding

properties [6, 1γ-17]. However, Polymeric chemical hydrogels are usually formed using

potentially toxic photo-initiators and cross-linkers, decreasing eventually the bioactivity of the

encapsulated drug as well as limiting the release of the encapsulated drug [18]. In contrast,

physical hydrogels, which are formed through hydrogen bonding, ionic interactions,

hydrophobic effects or a combination of these interactions [1λ], possess better

biocompatibility and more facile fabrication process. In addition, the weak interactions are

sensitive to external stimuli such as pH, temperature and light, which can be tailored for

controlled drug release [β0-ββ].

To date, Graphene oxide (GO) based physical hydrogels have attracted much attention for

controlled drug release. The large surface area of graphene sheet provides great drug loading

capacity [βγ]. The abundant functional groups on graphene oxide, including epoxy and

hydroxyl groups on the basal planar and hydroxyl and carboxyl groups at the edge, offer
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different possibilities for surface modifications through covalent or noncovalent routes.

Various hydrogels have been developed from GO for drug delivery. For example, H Bai et al.

developed a GO/poly(vinyl alcohol) hydrogel for pH sensitive release of VB1β [β4]. J Wu et

al. reported a mechanically stable peptide-GO hydrogel for NIR laser triggered release of

doxorubicin [β5]. In the work of Tao et al., GO-based hydrogel with metformin as

crosslinking agents was fabricated for pH sensitive release of metformin [β6].

Following this idea, one pot synthesis of GO/metformin, as well as carboxylic acid enriched

reduced graphene oxide(rGO-COOH)/metformin hydrogels were demonstrated in this chapter

for thermal enhanced transdermal delivery of metformin. Formation of hydrogels can be

achieved through hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions. Release of metformin can

be triggered through laser irradiation due to the breakage of the weak interactions. In parallel,

as is described in Chapter 1, elevated temperature can result in an increase of skin permeation,

creating an integrated enhancing drug release. Photothermal activation of GO/metformin and

rGO-COOH/metformin gels results in a stepwise dissolution of the gel and release of active

metformin. In vitro assessment of the key target Glucose-6 Phosphatase (G6P) gene

expression using Human hepatocyte model [β7] confirmed that metformin activity [β8] was

unaffected by photothermal activation.

4.2 Photothermal effect on transdermal delivery
Before any experiment with metformin transdermal delivery, the photothermal effect on

transdermal delivery was studied. Following the idea reported by our group before [βλ], rGO

coated kapton flexible photothermal patch and NIR laser were employed as a heating setup in

this study. The flexible substrate can well adapt to the shape of skin, while reduced graphene

oxide, an outstanding photothermal agent, renders the possibility to incorporate the heating

property. Fluorescein, chemical structure shown in Figure 4.2A, is a small molecule with

similar molecular mass to metformin. It was used as a model drug to favoring fluorescent

observation, which can be used as an indication to mark the depth of drug diffusion through

skin [γ0]. The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4.2B, human skin was mounted onto

Franz cells, followed by the application of a drop of fluorescein solution. The skin was

subsequently covered with a rGO-kapton photothermalpatch and irradiated with a NIR laser

to trigger photothermal effect. After 6 h drug diffusion, the treated skin was sectioned in a

cryostat and subjected to fluorescence observation.
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4.3.2 Metformin release in solution with GO/metformin hydrogel

The stability of the GO/metformin hydrogel is strongly pH dependent (Figure 4.7A).

Immersion of GO/metformin gel into NaOH (0.1 M, pH 1β) results in a fast decomposition of

the gel most likely due to the deprotonation of –COOH groups of GO under basic conditions,

decreasing hydrogen bonding occurrence with metformin. With a pKa of 1β.4 for metformin

breaking of electrostatic interactions with negatively charged GO can occur as well. Lowering

the pH reduces the degree of negative charge on GO (Figure 4.7B) and electrostatic

interaction, however hydrogen-bonding between GO and metformin limits the full collapse of

the GO/metformin hydrogel until pH γ. The release profile of metformin at ambient

conditions (T=βγ°C) was studied by immersing the gel into different pH for 6 h and

quantified with HPLC. As we can see from Figure 4.7D, the releasing profile is in accordance
with the stability of the GO/metformin gels. A release of about 10 µg mL-1 between pH 7 and

λ, while the instability of the gel at pH 1β results in a complete release of metformin as

expected. pH 5 and γ resulted in an accumulative release of around 18 and β0 µg mL-1

respectively, the slightly increase of metformin release is attributed to the weakened

electrostatic interaction between metformin and GO under acidic pH. As skin pH is acidic

ranging from 4-6 [γ4], the fabricated hydrogel is thus favorable for transdermal delivery of

metformin.

The effect of photothermal heating on metformin release from the gels immersed in PBS (pH

7.4) was further assessed. As depicted in Figure 4.7E, photothermal heating using a laser

density of 1 W cm-β (corresponds to a steady-state temperature of 41°C) leads to improved

metformin release from the GO/metformin gel, where about 1β µg (1β%) of metformin is

released per laser activation, while without activation a total amount of λ µg (λ%) is released

in the first two hours and then remains constant. The amount of metformin released is

comparable to other reports using NIR melting microneedles with metformin release between

1β-β4% [14-17].
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Figure 4.7: Metformin release profile in solution with GO/metformin hydrogel. (A) Stability
of hydrogel in different pH; (B) Zeta potential of GO, rGO and rGO-COOH as a function of
solution pH; (C) HPLC calibration curve of metformin at different concentrations; (D)
Release profiles of metformin from freeze-dried samples upon immersion into solutions of
different pH (γ, 5, 7, λ, and 1β). The data points are averaged over three parallel experiments;
(D) Metformin release from GO/metformin gel into PBS (pH 7.4) upon photothermal
irradiation of the GO/metformin gel at λ80 nm (10 min at 1 W cm-β every β h) in comparison
to passive release.

4.4 Self-assemblyrGO-COOH/metformin hydrogel for heat
enhanced transdermal delivery of metformin
Although metformin can be released and pass through skin with GO/metformin hydrogel, the

amount is rather low comparing with previous study [7]. Metformin release was confined

probably due to the compressing effect by the application of photothermal patch. Fabrication

of metformin hydrogel with better photothermal property is thus of great importance. In fact,

the suboptimal absorption of NIR light by the highly oxidized GO and the subsequent high

dose/power needed for photothermal therapy can be improved by using reduced GO (rGO)

[γ5-40]. Partial restoration of the aromatic network in rGO affords a significant increase in
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Figure 4.10: Charaterizations of rGO-COOH/metformin. (A) SEM images of rGO-
COOH/metformin hydrogels; (B) XPS spectra for rGO-COOH (black) and rGO-
COOH/metformin (blue); (C) C1s high resolution XPS spectrum for rGO-COOH/metformin;
(D) N1s high resolution XPS spectrum for rGO-COOH/metformin; (E) Raman spectra of
rGO-COOH and rGO-COOH/metformin; (F) Heating curve of rGO-COOH/metformin
hydrogel with λ80 nm laser irradiation for 10 min at different power densities.

4.4.2 Metformin release in solution with rGO-COOH/metformin hydrogel

Release of metformin from rGO-COOH/metformin into solution was carried out similarly as

GO/metformin. The release into different pH shares the same trend with GO/metformin, as we

can see from Figure 4.11A, pH=7 led to a total release of 18 µg out of 100 µg in 6 h, while
the decrease of pH resulted in an increase of release, with β7.β µg and γβ µg found in pH=5

and pH=γ respectively. Strong basic condition induced a burst release of metformin due to the

collapse of the hydrogel. Temperature responsive release was studied through laser irradiation

at 1 W cm-β for 10 min every β h and monitoring the release for 6h (Figure 4.11B), The better
heating ability of rGO-COOH resulted in an increased metformin release from the gel upon

laser activation at 1 W cm-β (corresponding to a steady-state temperature of 61 °C) where

about β5 µg (β1%) of metformin is released per laser activation (resulting in a total of 75 µg

for γ laser activation cycles of 10 min each). Passive release is increased due to the larger pore

size attaining a total amount of 11 µg (11%) in the first two hours and then remains constant.
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Figure 4.11: Release profile of rGO-COOH/metformin hydrogel in solution.(A) metformin
release in different pH with rGO-COOH/metformin hydrogel for 6 h; (B) Metformin release
from a rGO-COOH/metformin gel into PBS (pH 7.4) upon photothermal irradiation of the
GO/metformin gel at λ80 nm (10 min at 1 W cm-β every β h) in comparison to passive release.

4.4.3 Transdermal metformin release through mouse skin with rGO-
COOH/metformin hydrogel

The rGO-COOH/metformin heatable hydrogel is further implemented in ex vivo transdermal

drug delivery studies using mice skin in Franz diffusion cells (Figure 4.12A). Figure 4.12B

represents the cumulative permeation profile of metformin from rGO-COOH/metformin gels

(500 µg) passively and under the impact of one-time NIR laser irradiation at 1 W cm-β

(corresponding to about 61 °C) and at 0.7 W cm-β (corresponding to about 54 °C). After 6 h

permeation, 80±8 µg cm-β (16% of total patch as determined by HPLC, 1 W cm-β) and 56±5

µg cm-β (1β%, 0.7 W cm-β) metformin had diffused through the skin. The combined

metformin delivery for a day is γ1λ±8 µg cm-β (64%, 1 W cm-β) and βββ±10 µg cm-β (45%,

0.7 W cm-β). The passive release after β4 h corresponds to 50±5 µg cm-β (10%). The

efficiency of thermal-induced transdermal metformin delivery of rGO-COOH/metformin gel

is competitive with the hydrogel microneedles reported recently by Migdadi et al. [6],

reaching a release percentage of 1β.λ4±β.λ6% and γ7.5γ±γ.17% after 6 and β4 h,

respectively. About 5-γ0 µg (5-6%) of metformin was further found to be trapped in the skin

(Figure 4.12C), which might be possible to enter capillary afterwards.

To ensure that NIR laser irradiation did not alter the activity of metformin, G6PC mRNA in

human IHH hepatocytes cells exposed to metformin photothermally heated at 45 °C, 55 °C

and 65 °C, which approximately correspond to 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 W cm-β, was measured.

Downregulation of the G6PC expression in hepatocytes, leading to diminished
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abundant carboxylic acid groups provide great chances for crosslinking. Ex vivo test on mouse

skin showed that an accumulative release of γ1λ±8 µg cm-βwas realized after β4 h using rGO-

COOH/metformin hydrogel triggered at 1 W cm-β, showing encouraging potential for heat

enhanced transdermal delivery. In vitro assessment of the key target Glucose-6 Phosphatase

(G6P) gene expression using Human hepatocyte model confirmed that metformin activity was

unaffected by photothermal activation up to a heating temperature of 65℃. Histological tests

showed that the skin stayed unharmed up to a laser power density of 1 W cm-β.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Despite the great progress that has been achieved in the past decade, nanotechnology-based

medical applications are yet to be fully implemented. The scope of this thesis was the

development of heat-based nanomaterials, notably graphene related matrixes, applied for the

photothermal ablation of pathogens as well as for heat improved transdermal drug delivery.

More precisely, NIR laser-driven photothermal based treatment of skin infection, rapid and

complete killing of bacteria using magnetic graphene based matrixes for isolated and

enhanced transdermal delivery of metformin were dicussed.

A promising gold nanohole array patterned on flexible a polymer interface, Kapton, using

colloidal lithography with a plasmonic extinction band at λ50 nm was successfully

implemented to heat solutions to 60 ˚C in 10 min. The light-heat transfer could be further

improved by post-coating of reduced graphene oxideonto the patch where temperature of

about 76 °C could be reached. This patch allowed a complete ablation of both Gram-positive

and Gram-negative pathogens in only 10 min. Application for the local treatment of mice with

infected skin wounds showed that wound healing was observed upon placing the

photothermal patch over the wound and irradiating for 10 min. It is worth noting that the

patch is stable for several time usages, making the approach rather appealing as antibiotic free

alternative to treat local infections

Magentic graphene based nanosheets proved also to be of high efficient for the magnetic

isolation of pathogens from solution. Taking advantage of the magnetic property as well as the

arge surface area of rGO, a capture efficiency of λλ.λ% was achieved for both Gram-positive

and Gram-negative pathogens within γ0 min even at concentrations as low as of 1×101 cfu/mL.

The outstanding photothermal property of rGO enables furthermore a complete NIR driven

ablation of the captured bacteria. Further intergration of anti-fimbrial E.coli antibodies to the

nanocomposites offers the capability of selective isolation of E. coli UTI8λ, the pathogen

related to urine tract infections. The proposed approach is expected to help rapid cleaning of

bodily fluids in a fast and selective manner.

It is hoped that this work opens up novel perspectives in the treatment of infections when

cannot be easily eradicated with antibiotics. More work remains to be done in exploring other

kinds of nanomaterials and broadening the scope of applications in this timely area. The
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focuses may be on the treatment of biofilms, compacted bacterial cells that stick to each other

or to a surface, which are still difficult to eradicate and responsible for an estimate 80% of all

infections in the world. As the bacteria colonies are generally covered with extracellular

polymeric substances, antibiotic treatment remains difficult to implement. Application of

nanomaterials are expected to penetrate the thick layer of biofilm and heat can eradicate

bacterial cells without causing antibiotic-resistance stress.

Moreover, graphene oxide (GO)/metformin and carboxylic acid enriched reduced graphene

oxide (rGO-COOH)/metformin hydrogels could be implemented for heat based transdermal

delivery of metformin. The hydrogels were synthesized through a simple mixture of graphene

based materials and metformin at a ratio of 10/1. The abundant functional groups on graphene

sheets can instantly form physical bonding to metformin and thus become crosslinked

hydrogels. GO/metformin gels showed limited heating ability, while rGO-COOH/metformin

hydrogels displayed not only enhanced NIR absorption but a heat and pH responsive release.

An accumulative transdermal release of γ1λ±8 µg cm-β was found after β4 h under λ80 nm

laser irradiation at 1W cm-β. In vitro assessment of the key target Glucose-6 Phosphatase

(G6P) gene expression using Human hepatocyte model confirmed that metformin activity was

unaffected by photothermal activation. Histological examination showed that heating with

laser up to 1 W cm-β for 10min did not cause any damage to the skin. This approach might be

also a way to deliver macromolecular drugs such as proteins, a remaining challenge in this

field. Heatable hydrogel microneedles might be a further interesting perspective for the on-

demand delivery of drugs transdermally in larger quantities. The future of nanomaterials and

in particular βD nanomaterials such as graphene seems bright.
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APPENDIX

EXPERIMENTALPART

6.1 Materials
All chemicals were reagent grade or higher and were used as received unless otherwise

specified. Hydrazine monohydrate, chitosan, dopamine hydrochloride, sodium nitrite

(NaNOβ), sulfuric acid (HβSO4), hydrochloric acid (HCl), dichloromethane (CHβClβ), iron (II)

chloride tetrahydrate (FeClβ·4HβO), iron (III) chloride hexahydrate (FeClγ·6HβO), ammonium

hydroxide (NH4OH), O-(β-aminoethyl)-O'-(β-methylethyl)heptaethylene glycol (≥λ0%, NHβ-

PEG8-Nγ), dichloromethane (≥λλ.8%, CHβClβ), N,N'-disuccinimidyl carbonate (≥λ5.0%,

DSC), 1-Ethyl-γ-(γ-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC), N-Hydroxysuccinimide

(NHS), 1-pyrenecarboxylic acid (λ7%, Pyr-COOH) and triethylamine (≥λλ.5%, TEA)

Metformin hydrochloride, sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and chloroacetic acid (Cl-CHβ-COOH),

Luria−Bertani (LB), Man-Rogosa-Sharpe (MRS) and brain heart infusion (BHI) broth and

agar were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Kapton® HN polyimide foils (thickness of 75 µm

and 1β5 µm) were obtained from DuPont (Circleville, OH, USA). Graphene oxide (GO) was

purchased from Graphitene (UK). live/dead BacLight bacterial viability staining kit was

purchased from Invitrogen. Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining kit was bought from

vector labs.

Serum samples were kindly provided by the CHU, Lille. Anti-fimbrial antibodies were

obtained by immunizing serum from rats with purified fimbriae, which were delipidated and

purified on an HiFliQ ProteinA affinity chromatography column (CliniSciences) and eluted at

1 mg mL-1 concentration in sodium citrate buffer at pH 5.6.

6.2 Instrumentation
6.2.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker Advance γ00 MHz spectrometer using deuterated

chloroform as the lock and TMS as an internal standard.
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6.2.2 Thin layer chromatography (TLC) and Column chromatography

TLC was carried out using precoated aluminium backed silica TLC plates (Alugrams SIL

G/UVβ54, Macherey-Nagel) which were visualized using ultraviolet light. Column

chromatography was performed on Sigma-Aldrich silica gel 60 (pore size 60 Å, βγ0–400

mesh particle size) without applied pressure.

6.2.3 Reversed phase–high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC)

RP-HPLC analyses were realized on a Shimadzu LCβ010-HT (Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan). C4

and C18 columns were used for analyses. In the case of C4 column, a 5 mm C4 QS

Uptispheres γ00 Å, β50 ×4.6 mm column (Interchim, Montluçon, France) was used as the

analytical column. The column was heated to 40 ˚C. The mobile phase was a mixture of

eluent A (trifluoroacetic acid 0.05% in HβO) and eluent B (trifluoroacetic acid 0.05% in

CHγCN) at a flow rate of 1 mL min-1. The linear gradient was 0 to 80% of eluent B in γ0 min

and the detection was performed at β15 and β54 nm after the injection of 40 µL into the

column. For C18 column, The mobile phase is consisted of acetonitrile-potassium dihydrogen

phosphatebuffer pH 6.5 (γ4μ66, v/v) and γ mM SDS and was run at a flow rate of 0.γ mL min-

1. The reverse phase column was a β.6 µm C18, 150×4.6 mm column (Interchim, Montluçon,

France). The column was maintained at room temperature. The sample solution was injected

at a volumn of 10µL and the detection wavelength was set at βγ0 nm.

6.2.4 High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM)

TEM analysis of the prepared samples was carried out by using an FEI, TECNAI Gβ Fβ0

instrument operated at an accelerated voltage of γ00 kV (Cs = 0.6 mm, resolution 1.7 Å). For

the TEM analysis, the sample was prepared by drop casting 10 mL of the dispersed solution of

1 mg of material in 5 mL of isopropyl alcohol over a carbon coated β00 mesh Cu grid. The

catalyst drop cast Cu grid was dried and the prepared sample was used for imaging purposes.

6.2.5 UV-Vis spectra

Absorption spectra were recorded using a Perkin Elmer Lambda UV-Vis λ50

spectrophotometer in a 1 cm quartz cuvette. The wavelength range was β00–1β00 nm.

6.2.6 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra

FTIR spectra were recorded using a Thermo Scientific FTIR instrument (Nicolet 8700) at a
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resolution of 4 cm-1. Dried samples (1 mg) were mixed with KBr powder (100 mg) in an agate

mortar. The mixture was pressed into a pellet under 10 tons load for β–4 min, and the

spectrum was recorded immediately. Sixteen accumulative scans were collected. The signal

from a pure KBr pellet was subtracted as the background.

6.2.7 Zeta-potential measurements

Zeta-potential measurements were performed using a zeta-sizer nano-ZS (Malvern

Instruments Inc. Worcestershire, UK). The samples were diluted to 10 mg mL-1 and measured

in Milli-Q water at different pH values.

6.2.8 N2 adsorption–desorption

Nβ adsorption–desorption data were obtained using a Quantachrom SI Micromeritics

apparatus, and the isotherms were evaluated with the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda method to

determine the surface area, pore size and distribution.

6.2.9 Saturation magnetization curves

Magnetic properties were determined using an MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer. The

magnetization loops M(H) were measured at γ00 K by sweeping the applied magnetic field

between β0 kOe and -β0 kOe. Thermal variation of magnetization was measured using the

zero-field-cooled (ZFC) procedure, for which the sample is first cooled down to 5 K in the

absence of an applied magnetic field, and then magnetization is measured during the warming

of the sample up to 400 K, with an applied magnetic field of 80 Oe.

6.2.10 Raman spectroscopy

Micro-Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed on a LabRam HR Micro-Raman

system (Horiba Jobin Yvon, France) combined with a 47γ nm laser diode as excitation source.

Visible light is focused by a 100× objective. The scattered light is collected by the same

objective in backscattering configuration, dispersed by a 1800 mm focal length

monochromator and detected by a CCD camera.

6.2.11 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

Images were obtained using an electron microscope ULTRA 55 (Zeiss) equipped with a

thermal field emission emitter and three different detectors (Energy-Selective Backscattered
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Detector with filter grid, high efficiency In-lens Secondary Electron Detector, and Everhart-

Thornley Secondary Electron Detector).

6.2.12 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS experiments were performed in a PHl 5000 Versa Probe-Scanning ESCA Microprobe

(ULVAC-PHI, Japan/USA) instrument at a base pressure below 5×10-λ mbar. Core -level

spectra were acquired at pass energy of βγ.5 eV with a 0.1 eV energy step. All spectra were

acquired with λ0° between X-ray source and analyzer and with the use of low energy

electrons and low energy argon ions for charge neutralization. After subtraction of the Shirley-

type background, the core-level spectra were decomposed into their components with mixed

Gaussian-Lorentzian (γ0μ70) shape lines using the Casa XPS software. Quantification

calculations were conducted using sensitivity factors supplied by PHI.

6.2.13 Measurement of the Photothermal Effect

A λ80 nm continuous wave laser (Gbox model, Fournier Medical Solution) was used for the

photothermal experiments. This laser was injected into a 400 m core fiber and placed around

6 cm away from the bottom of the wells. The output was not collimated and the resulting

beam divergence allowed us to illuminate uniformly the wells. The temperature changes were

captured by an infrared camera (Thermovision A40) and treated using ThermaCam

Researcher Pro β.λ software.

6.3 Synthesis of materials

6.3.1 Fabrication of Gold Nanoholes Modified Kapton (K/Au NHs)

Kapton HN polyimide foils (10 × 10 mmβ, thickness 1β5 m) were cleaned with acetone in an

ultrasonic water bath for γ0 min, followed with isopropanol for 10 min and then dried under a

nitrogen flow. The cleaned Kapton foils were modified with gold nanoholes (K/Au NHs)

according to recent publications [1-γ]. A monolayer of λ80 nm polystyrene beads

(Microparticles GmbH) was first deposited on the surface of Kapton by self-assembly. To

reduce the size of the particles and isolate them, SF6 and oxygen plasma etching for 11 min

was employed (5 mTorr). The samples were coated with β nm Ti followed by 40 nm Au at a

constant deposition rate of 1 Å s−1 using physical vapor deposition. The beads on top of the
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Kapton were removed by dissolution in chloroform (overnight). The arrays display holes of

an average size of 6γ0 nm and center-to-center spacing of λ80 nm.

6.3.2 Preparation of Graphene-Coated K/Au NHs (K/Au NHs-Graphene)

Graphene formed on polycrystalline Cu foils was transferred onto K/Au NHs using a

modified wet chemical transfer process as reported in the literature [4]. Poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA, 5%) was spin-coated onto the graphene-coated Cu foil and baked at

170 °C for 10 min. The Cu foil was dissolved using a solution of HCl/HβOβ/HβO (1/1/40) and

the formed graphene/PMMA rinsed with deionized water 5−6 times to remove any ion

contamination. Graphene was then mechanically transferred onto K/Au NHs, followed by a

slow backing step at λ0 °C to remove trapped water and to increase the contact between

graphene and K/Au NHs. Finally, the PMMA layer was removed by dipping the sample in

acetone for γ0 min, rinsed with methanol, and dried by a mild nitrogen blow.

6.3.3 Preparation of rGO-Coated K/Au NHs (K/Au NHs-rGO)

rGO was formed by adding hydrazine hydrate (100 L, 6.4 mM) to 100 mL of GO aqueous

suspension (γ mg mL−1) in a round-bottom flask and heated in an oil bath at 80 °C for β4 h.

During this time, the reduced GO gradually precipitates out of the solution. The product was

isolated by filtration over a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane with a 0.45 m pore

size, washed copiously with water (5×β0 mL) and methanol (5×β0 mL), and dried in an oven

at 60 °C for 6 h. An aqueous suspension of rGO (1 mg mL−1, β5 L) was dropcasted three

times onto K/Au NHs and allowed to dry overnight at 70 °C.

6.3.4 Synthesis of 2-nitrodopamine

β-Nitrodopamine was synthesized according to previous studies [5]. Dopamine hydrochloride

(1.λ0 g, 10 mmol) and sodium nitrite (1.5β g, ββ mmol) were dissolved in water (β5 mL) and

cooled to 0 °C. Sulfuric acid (17.4 mmol in 10 mL of water) was added slowly to the mixture,

and a yellow precipitate was formed. After stirring at room temperature overnight, the

precipitate was filtered and recrystallized from water to give the product as a hemisulfate salt.

Yield 1.λ g (77%). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, γ00 MHz, ppm)μ γ.10 (br s, 4H, CHβCHβ), 6.85 (s,

1H), 7.47 (s, 1H).
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6.3.5 Synthesis of N-(26-azido-3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24-octaoxahexacosyl)-
pyrene-1-carboxamide (pyrene-PEG)

Pyrene-PEG was synthesized as reported earlier by our group [6]. Briefly, 1-pyrenecarboxylic

acid (100 mg, 0.41 mmol) and DSC (1β5 mg, 0.4λ mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous

CHβClβ (15 mL). To this solution, TEA (68 mL, 0.4λ mmol) and NHβ-PEG8-Nγ (β14 mg,

0.4λ mmol) dissolved in CHβClβ (β mL) were slowly added under stirring. The resulting

mixture was kept under stirring overnight at room temperature. Then the solvent was

evaporated under vacuum. The crude product was dissolved in CHβClβ (6 mL), washed with

5% HCl aqueous solution (5 mL, twice) and HβO (5 mL, twice), and dried over MgSO4. The

residue was purified by silica gel column chromatography using CHβClβ and the product was

isolated as a viscous pale yellow oil; yield = 1γ5 mg, 50%; 1H NMR (γ00 MHz, CDClγ) d

8.6γ (d, 1H, J = λ Hz, py), 8.γ–8.0 (m, 8H, py), 7.06 (bt, 1H, J = 4.γ Hz, –NH–), γ.λ–γ.γ (m,

γ6H, PEG); 1γC NMR (75 MHz, CDClγ) d 1β8.6, 1β7.β, 1β6.γ, 1β5.8, 1β5.7, 1β4.λ, 1β4.7,

1β4.5, 1β4.4, 70.8–6λ.6, 50.7, 40.1; FT-IRμ 717, 76γ, 8β0, 85β, λ48, 10γλ, 1104, 1181, 1β48,

1β8λ, 1γβ8, 1γ48, 1455, 15γβ, 160β, 1648, β104, β867 cm-1.

6.3.6 Preparation of 2-nitrodopamine modified magnetic particles (MPND)

Magnetic particles (MP) were prepared as reported previously [7]. FeClβ·4HβO (0.γ4 g, 1.7

mmol) and FeClγ·6HβO (0.λ5 g, γ.5 mmol) were dissolved in MQ water (β0 mL) and

subsequently added to a nitrogen-protected three-necked flask under sonication. The resulting

mixture was heated at 50 ˚C for γ0 min. Then concentrated ammonium hydroxide (β mL) was

added dropwise and kept at 50 ˚C for γ0 min. The system was finally cooled to room

temperature and the solid product was isolated via a non-uniform magnetic field generated by

a Nd–Fe–B permanent magnet. The resulting FeγO4 particles (MPs) were washed six times

with Milli-Q water to remove unreacted chemicals and then stored in water. A water

dispersion of bare MPs (10 mg mL-1, 1 mL) was mixed with β-nitrodopamine (β0 mg) and

sonicated for 1 h at room temperature. The formed magnetic particles (MPND) were isolated

by means of a magnet and purified through six consecutive wash/precipitation cycles with

water to ensure complete removal of unreacted dopamine. The precipitate was dried in an

oven at 50 ˚C.
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6.3.7 Integration of MPND onto reduced graphene oxide (rGO)

To a solution of rGO (0.5 mg mL-1) was added an aqueous solution of MPND (0.5 mg mL-1)

corresponding to a ratio of 1/1 and sonicated for λ0 min. The formed rGO/MPND
nanostructures were isolated by means of a magnet and purified through six consecutive

wash/precipitation cycles with water. The precipitate was dried in an oven at 50 ˚C.

6.3.8 Functionalization of rGO/MPND with pyrene-PEG

The rGO/MPND nanostructures (500 mg mL-1) were mixed with pyrene-PEG solution (5 mM)

and the suspensions were stirred for 1 h at room temperature. All samples were isolated by

means of a magnet and purified through six consecutive wash/precipitation cycles with water.

6.3.9 Covalent linking of anti-fimbrial antibody onto pyrene-PEG
rGO/MPND

Anti-fimbrial antibody immobilization onto rGO/MPND nanostructures was achieved by

carbodiimide crosslinking chemistry. Briefly, the rGO/MPND nanocomposite (500 mg mL-1)

was mixed with a 100 times diluted antibody solution of 1 mg mL-1 in PBS at pH = 7.4

containing EDC·HCl (β5 mM) and NHS (β5 mM). The reaction was left to proceed at 4 ˚C

for β h under agitation, followed by magnetic extraction and PBS washing to remove weakly

adsorbed antibodies. The particles were stored in PBS buffer at 4 ˚C before use.

6.3.10 Quantification of amino groups by a modified Kaiser test

Primary amine groups were quantified using a modified photometric assay [8]. Briefly, the

MPND particles (500 mg mL-1) were dissolved in 1 mL of Milli-Q water. To this suspension

was added 1 mL of the buffer solution (γ6 g of sodium acetate were dissolved in 6.λ mL of

acetic acid and filled with Milli-Q water up to a volume of 100 mL) and then sonicated for 15

min. After that, 1 mL of KCN solution (β mL of 0.0γ M KCN solution was diluted to a

volume of 100 mL with pyridine) and 1 mL of phenol solution (80 g of phenol were dissolved

in β0 mL of ethanol) were added and the suspension was heated at 1β0 ˚C for 10 min; 1 mL of

ninhydrin solution (5 g of ninhydrin was dissolved in 100 mL of ethanol) was added and

heated for another 10 min. After the solution was cooled to room temperature, 5 mL of

ethanol was added (60%) and the absorbance was recorded at 570 nm.
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6.3.11 Formation of carboxylic acid enriched rGO (rGO-COOH)

Carboxylic acid enriched GO (GO-COOH) was synthesized from GO as described by Sun et

al [λ] In short, sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 1.4 g) and chloroacetic acid (Cl-CHβ-COOH, 1 g)

were added to 50 mL of GO (β0 mg) aqueous solution and sonicated at γ5 kHz for β h at

80 °C to convert hydroxyl groups present on GO to COOH via conjugation of acetic acid

moieties and to partially reduce GO into rGO. The resulting rGO-COOH solution was

quenched with HCl (β0 %), washed (four times) with distilled water until neutral pH and

purified by repeated rinsing/centrifugation (4500 rpm, γ0 min) cycles.

6.3.12 Fabrication of metformin hydrogel

The metformin gel was fabricated by mixing graphene oxide (10 mg mL-1) or rGO-COOH (10

mg mL-1) and metformin hydrochloride (10 mg mL-1) at a ratio of 10μ1 (v/v), then the formed

gel was homogenized by sonicating for 5 min prior to lyophilization for 1β hours before use.

6.4 In vitro experiments

6.4.1 Bacterial Growth Conditions

The Gram-negative β-lactamase-producing LF8β (an adherent-invasive E. coli) were grown at

γ7 °C with shaking in Luria−Bertani (LB) broth overnight. Upon 100-fold dilution, incubation

was prolonged until the OD600 had reached 0.γ−0.5. The probiotic Enterococcus faecalis

DD14, a Gram positive commensal recently isolated from the meconium of newborn children

at the Central Hospital of Roubaix, France, was grown without shaking overnight at γ7 °C, in

Man-Rogosa-Sharpe (MRS) medium. S. epidermidis, a clinical strain obtained from the

Central Hospital of Roubaix, France, was grown in a brain heart infusion (BHI) medium at

γ7 °C overnight without agitation. E. coli UTI8λ wild-type strain, UTI 8λ Δfim (without fim

operon) and S. aureus cultures were grown on an LB agar plate upon inoculation overnight in

Luria–Bertani (LB) broth at γ7 ˚C with moderate shaking (β00 rpm). Upon 50-fold dilution,

incubation was prolonged until the OD600 had reached 0.5 equivalent to 1×10λ cfu mL-1. The

bacteria were re-suspended in PBS (10 mM) and adjusted to the required concentration.
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6.4.2 Bacteria Cell Irradiation with K/Au NHs photothermal patches

An aliquot of 1 mL cultures were seeded in a sterile β4-well plate at 10λ cfu mL − 1. The

interfaces were immersed into a well of the β4-well plates and irradiated with the laser set at

λ80 nm illumination for different time intervals at laser powers density of β W cm−β. After this

treatment, survival of the bacteria was measured by determining the titer of viable bacteria

able to grow. A tenfold dilution series of the bacterial solutions in phosphate buffer saline

were spotted in 10 L aliquots on corrresponding agar medium. Visual counting of the

number of colonies upon overnight incubation at γ7 °C allowed reading out the initial and

final concentrations of the different strains in cfu mL−1. After irradiation, the bacteria were

immediately stained for cell viability assays. The total amount of live and dead bacteria cells

was determined using the Live/Dead BacLight bacterial viability staining kit (Invitrogen). A

1μ1 mixture of SYTO λ nucleic acid stain and propidium iodide (PI) was prepared and γ L

was added to 1 mL bacteria suspension, mixed thoroughly, and incubated at room temperature

in the dark for 15 min. Five microliters of the stained bacteria suspension was deposited

between a glass slide and a coverslip. The slides were observed using a Leica AF6000 LX

fluorescent microscope equipped with an Andor iXon 885 Camera and by using an oil

immersion objective (100×; 1.4 NA objective). The fluorescence signal was acquired using a

dual band excitation and emission filter sets for green fluorescent protein (GFP) and red

fluorescent protein (mCherry).

6.4.3 Biofilm growth

The Gram-negative E. coli LF8β and The Gram-positive Enterococcus faecalis DD14 were

grown at γ7 °C with shaking at 160 rpm in Luria−Bertani (LB) broth and Man-Rogosa-Sharpe

(MRS) medium respectively for overnight. Upon 100-fold dilution, incubation was prolonged

until the OD600 had reached 0.γ−0.5. The cultures were diluted into a bacterial concentration

of 1×106 cfu mL-1. Different interfaces were placed into β4-wells plate and subsequently

covered with 1mL of diluted bacterial solution. The plate was incubated at γ7 ˚C without

shaking for 7β hours. The obtained biofilms were then washed with PBS and imaged by

fluorescent microscope and SEM.

6.4.4 Photothermal in Vitro Experiment with LED array

In vitro photothermal ablation tests on parts of fresh pork meat were performed by controlling
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the power of a LED array (6×6 mmβ in size, 10 W, λ40 nm) and by controlling the

temperature of the meat surface with a thermal forward-looking infrared (FLIR) camera (Seek

Thermal, Inc.).

6.4.5 Bacteria isolation with magnetic nanocomposites

The bacterial suspensions were diluted to the desired concentration (1×101 to 1×108 cfu mL-1).

Magnetic nanostructures of different concentrations (4–10 mg mL-1) were dispersed via

ultrasonication (5 min, ultrasonic bath Branson 5800) in PBS (5 mL, 10 mM, pH 7.4).

Bacterial suspensions (5 mL) were mixed with the magnetic nanostructures (5 mL) under

shaking (β00 rpm, γ7 ˚C). After a given time interval, an aliquot was taken periodically to

measure the remaining bacterial cell concentration by UV/Vis in solution after magnetic

nanostructures had been separated by applying an external magnetic field. The collection

efficiency (E) was calculated according toμ

E % = A − AtA × %
where A0 is the initial OD600 and At the OD600 after cell capture.

The capacity (Q, cells per mg) was calculated according toμ

Q cells per mg = A − At × [E.Coli]. × c
where c is the concentration of the particles (mg mL-1) and [E. coli] is the concentration of the

pathogen in solution.

6.4.6 Photothermal treatment of magnetically separated pathogens

The magnetic nanostructures used for the separation of the pathogens were irradiated with a

λ80 nm continuous wave laser for 10 min at 1 W cm-β and cell viability assessed by counting

the viable bacterial colonies.

6.4.7 In vitro release of metformin

GO/metformin and rGO-COOH/metformin (containing 100 µg of metformin) gels were used

for metformin release into solutions. pH dependent releases were carried out by immersed the

gels into solutions with different pH, samples were collected at different time points (γ0
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min,1,β,γ,4,5,6 h). Photothermal responsive releases were performed using λ80 nm laser

irradiation at different power densities. To increase the heating property of GO/metformin, a

rGO-kapton photothermal patch was incorporated with the gel. Quantification of metformin

was realized through UV spectrometry method, the difference of the absorbance between

=βγβ nm and =β70 nm (Aβγβnm-Aβ70nm) was plotted against the corresponding metformin

concentration, then the released samples were quantified after filtration and dilution.

6.4.8 Skin permeation experiments

Skin permeation studies were performed using fresh mice skin. For this, mice C57BL/6 were

anaesthetized with isoflurane, shaved with an electric shaver (Philips Series 7000) and further

treated with a depilatory cream (Veet) for 1.5 min. Then mice were killed by cervical

dislocation and the skinfrom the back of the mice was cut into pieces of at least β0 mm in

diameter and preserved in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with

gentamicin (0.4%). The thickness of the skin was determined with skin cutting with cryostat

and was determined to be 800-1000 µm.

A static Franz diffusion cell (Proviskin, France) exhibiting an effective area of 0.785 cmβwas

used for skin permeability tests. After filling the receptor compartment with degassed

phosphate buffer saline (PBS) with pH = 7.4, the solution was maintained at γβ °C using a

circulating bath (Julabo) and stirred with a magnetic stirring bar at around 500 rpm. The

mouse skin was carefully clamped between the donor and the receptor compartment (8 mL).

Pre-incubation in the receptor compartment medium for β0 min was performed before the two

different metformin hydrogels(GO/metformin, rGO-COOH/metformin) were applied to the

skin previously wetted with γ0 µL of a glycerin solution (50%) to insure contact between the

patch and the skin. The metformin hydrogels were illuminated with a λ80 nm laser at different

power densities(1 W cm-β) to ~50 °C. At determined time intervals (every hour for a total

period of 6 h), 500 µL aliquots of diffused solution were removed from the receptor

compartment and analysed using HPLC. After each sampling, an equal volume of fresh

diffusion medium was added to the receptor compartment to maintain a constant volume. All

experiments were performed in triplicates.

The release and permeation profiles were determined by plotting the cumulative amount of

metformin in the receptor compartment (Qexp) against timeμQexp = cn × V+ i=n− ci × V,
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with Qexp the cumulative amount of metformin diffused through the skin (µg), cntheamount of

metformin (µg) determined at the nth sampling interval, and V the volume of the acceptor

phase (receptor compartment) (mL).The metformin flux (J) was determined according to

J = A/S,

with J the flux of metfromin through the skin (µg cm-β h-1), Athe linear slope of the cumulative

amount versus time curves in equilibrium conditions (µg h-1), and S the surface of the

membrane of the Franz cells

To estimate the amount of in metformin trapped in the skin, the skin was added into water/ice

mixture for 10 min and sonicated in the presence of ZnOβ beads (4 mm in diameter), before

being centrifuged for γ0 min at 1γ500 rpm using an ultracentrifuge (Midi Scanfuge ORIGIO).

The liquid phase was collected and filtrated through a 0.1 µm Nylon filter (Whatman Puradisc

1γ mm) and the amount of metformin was determined.

. .9 In vitro assessment of metformin activity

In vitro assessment of metformin activity was performed using the Immortalized Human

Hepatocytes (IHH) as relevant Human hepatocyte cell model as they retain features of normal

hepatocytes[10]. IHH cells (maintained at passages β5-γ5) were cultured in Williams E

medium (Invitrogen) containing 11 mM glucose and supplemented with 10 % fetal calf serum

(FCS; Eurobio), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 g/mL streptomycin, β0 mU/mL insulin (Sigma-

Aldrich) and 50 nM dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich). The activity of metformin when heated

at 45 °C, 55 °C and 65 °C was assessed by monitoring the glucose-6-phosphatase catalytic

(G6PC) gene expression from IHH cells (4× 105 cells) cultured in 1β-well plates in a

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Invitrogen) supplemented with 5 mM glucose,

β % FCS, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin containing either PBS (Control) or 5

mM heated metformin for β4 h. Total RNA was extracted from IHH cells according to the

manufacturer’s protocol (RNeasy Lipid Tissue Kit, Qiagen). The RNA purity and

concentration were determined by RNA Integrity Number (RNA 6000 Nano Kit, β100

Bioanalyser, Agilent). Total RNA was transcribed into cDNA as described before.11 Each

cDNA sample was quantified by quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction using the

fluorescent TaqMan 5′-nuclease assays or a BioRad MyiQ Single-Color Real-Time PCR

Detection System using the BioRad iQ SYBR Green Supermix, with 100 nM primers and 1

µL of template per β0 µL of PCR and an annealing temperature of 60 °C. Gene expression
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analysis was normalized against TATA box Binding Protein (TBP) expression or 60S acidic

ribosomal protein P0 (RPLP0). Primers for human RPLP0 (sense 5′-

ACCTCCTTTTTCCAGGCTTT -γ′; antisense 5′- CCCACTTTGTCTCCAGTCTTG -γ′);

Primers for human G6PC (sense 5’-AGACTCCCAGGACTGGTTCA-γ’; antisense 5’-

ACAGGTGACAGGGAACTGCT-γ’); Primers for human TBP (sense 5’-

GAACCACGGCACTGATTTTC-γ’ and antisense 5’- CCCCACCATGTTCTGAATCT-γ’)

6.4.10 Histological analysis of laser irradiated skin

Immediately after transdermal tests, the skins were embedded into OCT and frozen sectioned

in a cryostat(-β0 °C). The sectioned skins were then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for γ0 min,

followed by staining with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) kit (Victor labs) according to a

standard protocol. After dehydration through γ times pass in absolute ethanol, the stained

slides were imaged under an inverted microscope(Nikon Tiβ-U) equipped with a CFI plan

Apo Lambda 4× objective. The images were treated with NIS-Elements Documentation

software.

6.5 In Vivo experiments

6.5.1 In Vivo Photothermal Therapy and Histology

Studies involving animals, including housing and care, method of euthanasia, and

experimental protocols were conducted in accordance with the local animal ethical committee

in the animal house (June β4, β01γ; protocol 6) of Danylo Halytsky Lviv National Medical

University, under the supervision of Dr. R. Bilyy. Six-week-old male Balb/c mice were used

for this investigation. The mice were housed in cages covered with air filters in a temperature

controlled room with a 1β h light and 1β h dark schedule and kept on a standard diet with

drinking water available ad libitum. All animal experiments were performed in accordance

with institutional ethical guidelines. Specifically, 11 white laboratory Balb/c mice were

evaluated for skin recovery. To establish the surface infection, mouse hair was removed using

MedaSept medical depilation cream and a patch of plaster was continuously applied to the

area of skin 15 times with the aim to remove the superficial epidermis. Then 10 L of

Staphylococcus epidermidis bacterial cell culture containing β × 107 cfu mL − 1 was applied

and superficial skin infection was allowed to be established for β4 h [11]. After β4 h, mice

were anesthetized and sterilized (immersion of the patches into Anios DDSH (ANIOS,

France), a cleaning disinfectant for medical devices for 1 h) K/Au NHs (three mice) or K/Au
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NHs-rGO (five mice) patches were applied to the skin with the rGO layer facing the skin.

Finally, three mice were not treated and used as control. The patch was illuminated for 5 min

with the LED array (6×6 mmβ in size, 10 W, λ40 nm) and the surface temperature controlled

by the FLIR IR camera to be within 50−5β °C for K/Au NHs-rGO and γ6−γ8 °C for K/Au

NHs. Mice were photographed with a Nikon camera equipped with Micro-Nikkor objective,

from a fixed position and with reference ruler present in each picture. Photos were processed

with ImageJ software to detect erythema, and its area before and β4 h after treatment with

patch was evaluated. Mice were sacrificed after 5 days of treatment. The skin was removed,

photographed, and fixed with 4% neutral buffered formalin solution and embedded in paraffin

according to the standard laboratory protocol. The sliced tissues were stained with

hematoxylin (for nucleic acids) and eosin (for basic residues, arginines and lysines, on

proteins) (H&E), and Gram stain (for Gram-positive bacteria) using routine laboratory

procedures.
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